
  

 

ABSTRACT 

ODENIYI, ADEFOLAOLUWAMI OLUWATOGBEKELE. Hybridization of a Gas Turbine 

for Compressed Air Energy Storage. (Under the guidance of Dr. Stephen Terry).  

 

Gas turbines have been employed for power generation in utility companies for many 

decades now. The industry has however sought more efficient ways of providing electricity 

as the demand for power is increasing. One of the solutions to this problem is Compressed 

Air Energy Storage used to store excess energy during off peak hours and energy stored is 

used to generate electricity during peak hours. Compressed Air Energy Storage(CAES) 

combined with small modular reactors are very effective for balancing peak loads and 

enhancing grid stability. CAES systems are however a cost intensive technology. A less 

expensive approach to developing this technology is retrofitting existing gas turbine systems 

with a few components to get it to work as the desired CAES system. Simulation and 

thermodynamic analysis are carried out on four variations of the proposed hybrid gas turbine 

system; throttled and un-throttled systems, with and without heat recovery. The simple 

hybrid system achieves a round-trip efficiency of 38.63%, and a 26% fuel reduction with 

46.87% efficiency is achieved when heat is recovered from the exhaust to pre-heat air going 

into the combustion chamber. The un-throttled system achieves a round-trip efficiency of 

40.88% and with heat recovery, the efficiency increases to 47.54%. A psychrometric analysis 

is done to determine the optimum temperature of the air going into the gas turbine. This 

study provides a new way of optimizing the hybrid turbine and CAES temperatures while 

minimizing greenhouse gas emissions.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Electricity is one of the most widely used form of energy all around the world and although 

this source is often taken for granted, technologically advanced societies depend greatly on 

the constant availability of electric current. Its applications are found on daily basis both in 

residential and nonresidential purposes such as lighting, battery charging, industrial 

equipment powering, comfort heating and cooling, and even more life aiding purposes as 

powering life support equipment in hospitals. This secondary energy source is made 

available by power generation companies using several infrastructures such as turbines, 

transformers and generators. The demand for electricity has risen in recent decades and more 

cost-effective ways of supplying power are being considered. 

Utility companies produce electricity based on consumer demand, as the supply and demand 

of electricity need to be kept in constant balance to avoid power interruption on the consumer 

end. Electricity use varies from time to time depending on the time of day and seasons of the 

year and the activities carried out. For instance, residential areas have less activities requiring 

electric energy during the day as it is assumed that people are out at this time, and activities 

increase during the nighttime. Also, heating loads are higher during the coldest months in the 

winter and more cooling needs to be done during the hottest season. Although electricity 

demand varies because of the aforementioned details, an estimated load called base load of 

electricity is required to be produced year-round to maintain a constant system and as the 

demand for electricity increases, the energy produced increases until the peak demand is 

reached. A rough estimate of when this peak demand may occur may be predicted but the 

exact time is difficult to determine. Thus, peak power has to made available exactly when 
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needed and because electricity cannot be stored, the power generation company has to be 

prepared to supply this peak load to the consumers. This is done by generating power using 

local power plants and sometimes, more power must be purchased by the utility companies 

from regional suppliers to meet the demand.  

Demand is the total amount of electricity used by consumers at a specified time (i.e., a rate) 

and is measured as electrical capacity in kilowatts (kW). Energy is the total amount of 

measured electricity consumers use over time and is measured in kilowatts-hour (kWh). Thus 

2 kW of electricity used for a period of 1 hour is 2 kWh. Demand or energy use can be 

divided into “base load,” “intermediate load,” and “peak load” as illustrated in Figure 1.1 

This determines the type of power plant required to produce the required electricity at given 

times. Base load plants provide a base level of electricity to the system and are typically large 

generating units operating almost all the time. In contrast, plants required to satisfy peak 

demand are highly responsive to changes in electricity demand. They can be turned off and 

on relatively quickly and they operate about 10% of production time. [1]. The off-peak 

energy is sold at a fraction of the cost of on peak energy. Thus, during the day when 

electricity demand is high, the cost of power supplied is much higher, and is less at night. 
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Figure 1.1: Typical Electricity Load Curve [3] 

 

 

1.2 GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER 

Electricity is generated by converting some form of energy (usually chemical energy) into 

mechanical work in turning a turbine which is used to power an electricity generator. This 

technology usually comes down to two options; the Rankine cycle and the Brayton cycle. 

The Rankine cycle is an idealized thermodynamic cycle of a heat engine that converts heat 

into mechanical work, with water is commonly used as the working fluid. Ideally, it is a 

closed system involving isentropic expansion of the fluid, isobaric heat rejection or 

condensation, isentropic compression doing work on the fluid by means of a pump and 

isobaric heat supply by a steam generator or a boiler [2]. The Rankine cycle is illustrated in 

Figure 1.2. Today most of the electricity generated in the world is from steam power plants. 
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The Brayton cycle on the other hand follows a similar structure beginning with isentropic 

compression of a working fluid usually air from ambient temperature and pressure. This 

compression process increases the temperature and pressure of the fluid which is then sent to 

a combustor to further heat the air at constant pressure at the turbine inlet to prevent 

condensation of the air while running to the turbine. The high pressure, high temperature air 

is then run through a turbine and expanded to atmospheric pressure while also producing 

work [4]. The turbine drives an electric generator, which produces electricity. This is the 

principle of an open gas turbine cycle. The Brayton cycle is the ideal cycle for gas-turbine 

engines in which the working fluid undergoes a closed loop. That is the combustion and 

exhaust processes are modeled by constant-pressure heat addition and rejection, respectively. 
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Figure 1.1: A simple Rankine cycle [5] 

 

Whichever one of these cycles is used in the generation of electricity except nuclear, a 

combustor is required and fuel is burned. The type of fuel used in the combustor is dependent 

on the type of load generated; base load or peak load. Different power plant fuels, 

technologies, and combinations of the two are used to generate electricity to meet specific 

load demands [3]. These include: base load generators, such as coal and nuclear plants, that 

run at steady rate to supply power that is always needed; intermediate load generators, such 
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as combined cycle gas generators, that can be cycled on a daily basis to provide the 

somewhat variable loads (“between the shoulders” of the load curve) over the course of the 

day; and peak generator plants, such as gas turbines, that can be up and running in minutes to 

supply the peak system loads [6]. In 2013, the EPA released emission standards for the 

control of hazardous air pollutants from new and existing industrial, commercial, and 

institutional boilers and process heaters at major sources of hazardous air pollutants, which 

were issued under section 112 of the Clean Air Act.  

As a result of the standards released by the EPA, utility companies are looking into 

alternative energy sources such as renewable energy in compliance with these laws. 

Renewable energy sources are classified as clean energy sources because they do not directly 

release toxic or carbon emissions in the process of combustion. These sources include solar, 

hydropower, wind energy etc. Renewable energy accounts for 12.87% of domestically 

produced electricity in the United States. Hydroelectric power is the largest producer in terms 

of renewable power producing 6.2% of the total renewable power in the USA. Wind power 

supplies 4% [7]. More of these clean sources are being harnessed and research conducted to 

improve efficiency. Due to the ready availability of renewable energy, the cost of harnessing 

them is very low relative to other sources provided by the utility companies. The initial 

installation capital may be rather expensive but once this is done, the direct cost of providing 

energy from these renewable sources is almost nonexistent. Industries are investing more in 

researching the use of renewable energy sources as a means of remediating energy supply. 

Nuclear energy is an example of a clean energy source. It is great for providing baseload and 

it is a carbon free power source.  
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1.3 ENERGY STORAGE  

Renewable energies such as wind and solar energy have the disadvantage of not being 

available all the time. It is thus impossible to effectively use these energy forms for constant 

production without the development of energy storage technologies. Electricity generated by 

expansion turbines and electricity generators cannot be stored economically, but the power 

grids are designed around the concept of large, controllable electric generators. The balance 

must be maintained between electricity demand and supply, to avoid interruption in power 

supply or other cascading problems. 

 The capacities of major renewable energy sources have been on the rise in recent years [8] 

and thus leading to issues with grid stability [9]. There is therefore a need for energy storage 

on larger scales. This has made energy storage a rapidly developing field in engineering for 

capturing various forms of energy to be called upon for use at a later time of need. Energy 

stored can be used to make up for intermittency of renewable electricity generation [10] and 

serve as backup power source with disruptions in grip power supply and shift off peak power 

produced to be used at on peak hours. The goal of any storage system is to maximize energy 

capture, storage and delivery while minimizing energy losses. Energy storage methods 

include Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) systems, thermal storage, pumped storage 

methods, etc. 

The first compressed air energy storage system was built in Huntorf Germany and is, in 

essence a gas turbine that effectively splits the open Brayton cycle into two separate 

processes. In a gas turbine, a portion of the turbine output is applied for back work on the 

compressor to keep the system running in a cycle. Thus, the amount of energy available to 

run the generator depends on the efficiency of the compressor, and how much work is needed 
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to keep it running. The net-work produced is what goes to the generator for electricity 

generation. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3 

 

Figure 1.3: Simple Brayton/Gas Turbine Cycle [11] 

 

CAES is the technique of storing energy as the potential energy of a compressed gas [10]. It 

is basically a gas turbine system, which has its operations split into two distinct processes. 

Energy produced during off peak hours is employed to drive the compressor and keep it 

running without the help of the expansion turbine. These off-peak periods may be when an 

excess of cheap power is available. The air compressed is then stored in a receiver vessel 

usually a solution mined salt cavern, and is used at a later time when energy is needed or 

when the cost of energy is higher. The compressed air is heated in a combustion chamber 

using a fuel (typically natural gas) and the products are employed to drive a turbine shaft, 

which provides energy to run an electricity generator.  
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Figure 1.4:  Compressed Air Energy Storage [12] 

 

With a large source of already compressed air, all the turbine work is available as electric 

power. The compressor has been decoupled from the generator. 

 

Figure 1.5: Compressed Air Energy Storage 
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With increasing capacities of clean energy sources, power companies that are intermittent or 

nuclear generation capacity companies can apply the use of these energies to run the 

compressor section of the CAES at a cheaper cost and with less gas emissions. Although gas 

is burned in the CAES as well as in the gas turbine, the fuel used is about 60% less than what 

would be used for an equivalent amount of electricity produced using gas turbine generators 

without CAES [10]. This causes the net yield to increase by a factor of 3 [10]. 

 

1.4 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The use of compressed air energy systems can be dated back to the 19th century with small 

scale applications found in various cities especially in Europe [12, 13]. These systems did not 

necessarily incorporate receivers to store energy. Before the establishment of the first utility 

scale system in Germany, a series of studies were carried out investigating the use of such 

systems on large scale. In 1978, the world’s first utility scale compressed air energy storage 

power station was established in Huntorf, Germany with a capacity of 321 MW. The station 

located in Huntorf began commercial operation in December 1978 and was intended to 

provide peak shaving, spinning reserves and Value-Added-Reseller (VAR) power support 

[10]. The system can go from an offline state to producing at full capacity without grid power 

in six minutes [6]. This compressed air is used to feed the combustion and expansion 

processes of gas turbines. The system stores compressed air at pressures reaching up to 70 

atm (1028 psi) in two salt caverns with total volume of 11 million cubic feet situated 2100-

2600 feet below the surface. The facility is said to have a round-trip efficiency of 42% [14]. 

After the commissioning of the Huntorf plant, the decades after were occupied with studies 

on CAES to determine the possibility of setting up these systems in the United States and 
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improving on the performance of the existing structure [15]. The results of these technical 

and economic studies revealed that approximately 80% of the United States has geological 

potential suitable for hosting reliable underground CAES systems [15].  

 

The Second CAES system on a large scale is the McIntosh, Alabama plant completed in June 

1991. The 110 MW plant run by the Alabama’s Electric Cooperative (AEC) was the first in 

the United States. The system incorporates a multistage compression of air with intercooling 

after each stage. Compressed air is stored at a pressure of 74 atm (1,080 psi) in a salt cavern 

with a total volume of 19 million cubic feet situated 2,500 feet below the surface [10]. The 

McIntosh plant incorporates an advanced recuperator, a distinct feature that differentiates it 

from the Huntorf plant. The recuperator used heat from the turbine exhaust to preheat air 

from the storage cavern. This heat recovery technique has been observed to reduce the fuel 

consumption by about 25% [14].  

The 2 MW plant in Gaines Texas is the third utility scale plant recorded using technology 

designed by General Compression, Inc. Excess energy produced by wind turbines is stored 

using “near isothermal” air compression technology in a salt cavern. The storage output is 

able to run for 26 hours. The system also undergoes “near isothermal” expansion of air in the 

gas turbine thus minimizing energy heat losses. The system has been in operation for up to 4 

years. 

Nkhamkin et al considered the possibility of operating a plant similar to McIntosh in 

California. They revealed that a CAES with optimized compression and expansion processes 

could be more cost effective than what was previously determined in some earlier studies 
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[15]. In November 2009, the US Department of Energy awarded funds to build and authorize 

an advanced design. 

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed and evaluated a number of 

CAES systems in the last decade [16]; most of these systems take advantage of technology 

developments in simple cycle and combined cycle gas turbine plants. More attention has 

been paid to isothermal compression and was used in the Gaines, Texas facility as this has 

been found to be most effective in CAES. This is because the isothermal process requires the 

least amount of energy input as there are not heat losses in the compression and expansion 

stages. More current studies focus on Advanced Adiabatic CAES projects and finding ways 

of optimizing these systems. These systems employ adiabatic storage thereby reducing 

energy loss during storage and consequently, reducing the quantity of heat required to be 

added to the air before entering the turbine. 

CAES has been applied in numerous ways to better improve energy efficiency by recycling 

clean energy sources. Various study into the use of CAES with wind energy and other 

sources of energy have been carried out. A series of studies have also been done with the aim 

of optimizing the input parameters a given system. Economic studies have also been done to 

evaluate the costs and savings associated with using these systems. Ongoing CAES projects 

demonstrate the increasing popularity of the use of this technology. The major factor 

affecting the use of CAES technologies on utility scale is unavailability of geologically 

suitable sites for massive salt caverns or underground storage [6]. 
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1.5 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system to be studied is a compressed air energy storage system with a split gas 

turbine function. The compressed air is produced using a nuclear or other renewable energy 

source, which although is not free, is very cheap to produce. Air at atmospheric condition is 

compressed and stored in a large receiver storage vessel to be called upon for use at a later 

time. High temperature, high pressure air from the receiver is then sent through a combustor 

to increase the temperature of the fluid prior to being fed into the expansion turbine. 

Determining the temperature at which condensation of air will be avoided upon expansion 

sets the minimum temperature to which the air is to be heated at the turbine inlet. Thus, 

setting the turbine outlet temperature to the dew point temperature sets the minimum inlet 

temperature. On the other hand, the temperature in the turbine can be set as high as possible 

without causing any damage to the components of the turbine. The turbine is not required in 

this case to run the compressor (back work); thus all the output work is used in the generator 

making it possible to generate more electricity.  

 
Figure 1.6: Compressed Air Energy Storage [12] 
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1.6  GOAL AND OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this study is to investigate the potential of a regular gas turbine to serve as a 

compressed air energy storage. This is achieved by  

1. Comparing the existing and proposed system and quantifying the savings that would 

be realized from using the proposed system over the existing system 

2. Estimating the cost of hybridization of the system versus the cost of installing brand 

new CAES system. 

3. Optimization of the system with heat recovery systems and estimating the savings and 

cost associated with this technology 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

2.1     OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM AND PROCESSES 

In this chapter, a general overview of the features and operation of the system is looked into 

and the thermodynamic principles of air are discussed.  

The operation of this compressed air energy storage system is based on the Brayton cycle. 

CAES is simply a means of storing mechanical energy in the form of compressed air which 

would be called upon at a later time to drive a turbine. The system is basically a gas turbine 

with an underground storage incorporated into it to store the compressed air. It comprises of 

four processes: compression of air from atmospheric condition, an adiabatic storage of the 

compressed air, a combustion of the air to a desired temperature and expansion of the air. 

This processes are accomplished by the four components of the system; the compressor, the 

storage or receiver tank, the combustion chamber, and the expansion turbine. 

 

2.2     COMPRESSOR 

The CAES compression is done using a multi-staged compressor with 

intercooler/aftercoolers. A compressor is used to raise the pressure of a gas by pushing the 

molecules of the gas closely together, thereby reducing the volume of a given mass. Thus a 

once loosely packed gas occupying a certain volume will occupy less volume upon 

compression thus increasing the mass density. There are two classifications of compressors 

namely; a positive displacement type, and a dynamic velocity compressor. Their functions 

are the same, they differ only in operation. The basic principle remains that an input energy 

supplies the force pushing against a gas to force the molecules together.  
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The positive displacement type works by mechanically trapping a given volume of air and 

compacting it into a smaller volume with a moving boundary, thus reducing the volume and 

increasing the pressure of the gas. The flow rate of the gas remains the same throughout the 

process, with variations only in the pressure. Types of positive displacement compressors 

include reciprocating compressor and screw compressors. These types of compressors are 

shown in the figures below. 

 
Figure 2.1: Reciprocating compressor [17] 
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Figure 2.2: Screw compressor [18] 

 

A dynamic velocity compressor increases the velocity of a continuous flow of gas with the 

use of impellers rotating at high speed. Unlike the positive displacement compressors which 

work at constant flow rates, they work at constant pressure and the performance is affected 

by external conditions like temperature. Two types of dynamic velocity compressors are the 

axial and centrifugal compressors. The axial compressor has the air sent into a stator which 

partially reduces the speed of fluid flow, thus converting some of the kinetic energy into 

potential energy by compressing the gas. The compressor sends the fluid in at a high speed 

towards the stator thus causing fluid molecules to push against each other. The compressed 

air is then axially pulled through a reducer (conical housing) by a set of rotors. The axial 

compressor houses a series of fans arranged in rings as illustrated in figure 2.3 below 
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Figure 2.3: Axial Compressor [19] 

 

The centrifugal compressor operates in the same way except that it used a diffuser instead of 

a stator. Air is drawn axially into the compressor with radial blades and is pushed towards the 

center by centrifugal force. This radial movement generated kinetic energy and results in a 

pressure rise. A good fraction of the pressure developed in the fluid is developed in the 

impeller, and the rest is a result of converting velocity energy to pressure as the air speed is 

reduced in a diffuser and volute. These compressors are most effective when running at full 

capacity. They are best suited to applications where demand is relatively constant or facilities 

where they are used for base load operations.   
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Figure 2.4: Centrifugal Compressor [20] 

 

Centrifugal compressors are very widely used with a wide compression ratio and are able to 

compress air in multiple stages. They are extremely robust and capable of handling very high 

temperatures and pressures. They are very efficient and can be used with variable frequency 

drive system. This model considers a centrifugal compressor with intercooling and after-

cooling. The choice of a compressor to be used is dependent on size of the system. For a 

system of this size, a centrifugal compressor or a double -acting piston compressor or an 

axial compressor can be used. 

 

2.3 AIR RECEIVER/STORAGE 

The purpose of an air receiver is to store a volume of compressed air for use when needed. 

On smaller scales, they are usually applied to remediate the load on load-unload compressors 
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to reduce the number of cycles of the compressor. To store compressed air on a utility scale, 

a much larger space is needed and this usually comes at a high cost. This is due to high 

fabrication and installation costs. For large scale CAES, the receivers are installed 

underground for thermodynamic and safety benefits. In order for a receiver to supply air at 

the required pressure, the air stored must be compressed to a higher pressure than needed. 

The higher the pressure, the more tightly paced the molecules, the more air is present in a 

given space volume. Thus the density of air is higher and more air can be stored. 

Compression of air adds temperature to the air and this caused the air to expand or try to 

expand, needing more space. Thus intercooling which aids to cool the air stored in the 

receiver also helps in increasing its density and reducing the space it occupies. 

 

Storage vessels used for storing gaseous fluids are usually rigid vessels. This is because 

pressurized gases tend to push against the boundaries and this alters the thermodynamics of 

the gas. Steel tanks, salt caverns, etc. are used to store compressed gases. They have 

boundaries immovable by the contained gases. As more of the gas is added to the storage, the 

pressure builds up in the storage and as mass is removed from it, the pressure drops 

proportionately. The maximum pressure that can be stored in a storage is determined by the 

strength of the materials used in constructing the storage and the minimum pressure is the 

ambient pressure. The receiver has an inlet and outlet port. Filling and extraction occur at 

different times; thus, the tank is designed for maximum volume of air. The volume of the 

tank will depend on the pressure of the gas to be stored, the temperature, flow rate into the 

receiver, pressure difference in the receiver.  
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For the model done for this study, a rigid storage is used. It is assumed to be very well 

insulated and buried underground with no significant heat transfer occurring during the 

storage process. 

 

2.4 COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

Air leaving the receiver storage leaves at a temperature much lower than the temperature of 

air leaving the compressor. This is because the heat of compression has been extracted to 

allow for more efficient compressed air storage. Some of the heat removed during the storage 

process is used to reheat the air before being sent into the combustion chamber. Air going 

into the expansion turbine is required to be at high temperatures for two reasons; first the 

higher the temperature of the gas, the higher the speed of the gas and the resulting energy 

output. Secondly, it is important to avoid condensation of the air in the turbine as this would 

cause damage to the turbine blades. Thus, air exiting the turbine after expansion must be at a 

temperature higher than the dew point temperature of the air. This is strongly dependent on 

the temperature of the air entering the turbine. To obtain such high temperature demands, the 

traditional CAES system employs the use of heaters which may simply be electric heaters 

which do not use fuel though this reduces the useful power supplied.  

The proposed hybrid of the CAES system in this study operates as a gas turbine with a 

storage incorporated into it. The reheat of air is thus achieved by running the compressed air 

through a combustion chamber. The function of the combustion chamber is to add heat to the 

gas at constant pressure to increase the kinetic energy of the fluid before it is expanded over 

the turbine and propelling nozzles. The amount of fuel used in achieving this depends on the 

maximum temperature rise required and is constrained by the materials used in fabricating 
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the turbine blades and nozzles. The amount of energy consumed in the chamber as fuel 

depends on the mass of the gas, the constant pressure specific heat and temperature rise of 

the gas. 

 Q = m x Cp x ΔT (2.1) 

It is imperative that the combustion chamber have minimal pressure loss and complete 

combustion occurs within the chamber. 

Figure 2.5 below shows the interior of the combustion chamber of a gas turbine. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Combustion chamber of a gas turbine [21] 

 

A combustion chamber has a flame tube housed in an outer and inner casing Figure 2.6 

illustrates a typical combustion chamber showing its different features, combustion zones and 

air flow distribution. Modern combustion chambers are classified into two zones; combustion 
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zone and dilution zone. The combustion chamber has a fuel burner which is used to atomize 

the fuel to ensure rapid evaporation and burning.  

 

Figure 2.6:  Combustion chamber features [22] 

 

Generally, there are three types of combustion chambers used in gas turbine engines namely: 

multiple can, can-annular and the annular type. The multiple can type of combustion 

chamber is used on engines with centrifugal compressors. It has several cans around the 

engine each of which is a complete combustion chamber. The cans are all connected thus 

allowing them to operate at the same pressure and allows combustion propagation around the 

flame tubes when the engine is started. 

 

Can-annular type is used on large turbojet and turbofan engines. Burner cans are arranged 

side by side in a circular arrangement inside an annular space between the outer and inner 
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casing of the combustion chamber. The cans here are also individual combustion chambers 

admitting air for cooling through concentric rings of perforated holes. 

The annular combustion chamber finds application in some axial compressor engines. It 

consists of a single flame tube which is annular in form in the annulus located between the 

inner and outer casing. 

 

2.5 TURBO EXPANDER 

A turbo expander or expansion turbine is a dynamic velocity turbine through which a high-

pressure gas is expanded to produce work. This is the reverse operation of the dynamic 

velocity compressor. High pressure gas enters the turbine at high velocity and is used to turn 

a shaft to produce mechanical work output. Radial and axial turbines are two major classes of 

the dynamic velocity turbine engine discussed below. 

Radial inflow turbines are used mostly in aircraft applications, space power system, and other 

areas requiring compact power sources. The air flow enters the stator radially and leaves 

axially spinning the impeller as the fluid expands. The axial turbines work exactly like the 

axial compressor with a set of static guide vanes accelerating and adding swirl to the fluid. 

The fluid is directed to the next row of turbine blades mounted on a rotor, thus spinning the 

blades. 

 

2.6 PROPERTIES OF DRY AIR AND IDEAL GAS BEHAVIOR 

Air is a mixture of gases which includes nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor, carbon dioxide, 

argon other elements in trace amounts. The sum of the masses of the atoms of these elements 
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make up the overall molar mass of air. Dry air is known to have a molar mass of 28.965 

kg/kmol (calculated below), moist air however will have a slightly different molar mass due 

to the contribution of water vapor. This is treated in psychometrics to be discussed later. 

Diatomic nitrogen (N2) has an atomic weight of 28.013 kg/kmol and a proportion of 78.1 % 

by volume, diatomic oxygen (O2) is 31.998 kg/kmol and 20.95 %, monatomic argon (Ar) is 

39.948 kg/kmol and 0.93 %, and carbon dioxide (CO2) is 44.010 kg/kmol and 0.03 % (all 

proportions are approximate and neglect other trace elements) [18]. Therefore, the molar 

mass of dry air is calculated thus: 

 ∑(𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)×(𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠) = 1.0 ×(𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠)  (2.2) 

 [(0.7809 x 28.013) + (0.2095 x 31.998) + (0.0093 x 39.948) + (0.0003 x 44.010)] kg/kmol 

= 28.965 kg/kmol 

Like most other gases, dry air behaves as an ideal gas at temperatures above its critical 

temperature. Above this point, substance will always maintain gaseous form irrespective of 

its pressure. The critical temperature of air is 132.5 K (-221 F) and relative to this point, the 

temperatures of the systems being considered are really high. Thus throughout the scope of 

this system analysis, air is modelled as an ideal gas. And all principles governing ideal gases 

are applied. 

 

An ideal gas is a theoretical concept of a gas made up of point particles moving randomly 

with no intermolecular forces and no molecular volume, thus the particles of the gas do not 

interact. This ideal gas obeys a simplified equation of state called the ideal gas laws and is 
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flexible for analysis under statistical mechanics. The ideal gas law is an equation giving the 

relationship between pressure, temperature, volume and number of moles: 

 PV = m Rgas T (2.3) 

Where P is the absolute pressure of the gas, V is the volume, Rgas is the gas constant, m is the 

total mass of the substance, and T is the absolute temperature of the gas. 

The absolute pressure is measured relative to absolute zero pressure; the pressure at absolute 

vacuum. It is equal to the sum of the gauge pressure and atmospheric pressure. This means 

that at zero absolute pressure, it is assumed that either all particles motion stops or we have 

no mass. A vacuum is a state devoid of matter. Gauge pressure is zero-referenced to 

atmospheric pressure i.e. it is the amount by which measured pressure exceeds atmospheric 

pressure.  

Absolute temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of the molecules of a 

substance. As the speed of molecules increases, their kinetic energy and so do their 

temperature. The volume of a substance is the amount of space it occupies at a given time. 

Although gases are free to move about, the volume is defined as the volume a given mass of 

the gas will occupy at a specific temperature and pressure. 

 

The gas constant is a physical constant which serves as a constant of proportionality to 

maintain the relation between the gas properties. The gas constant is derived from the 

universal gas constant which remains the same regardless of the gas being considered. The 

universal gas constant is 8.3143 KJ/Kmol-K. The specific gas constant Rgas is dependent on 
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the gas being considered. It is defined as the universal gas constant divided by the molecular 

weight of the substance: 

 Rgas =
Ru

M
  (2.4) 

The molar mass of air has previously been calculated to be 28.965kJ/kmol, thus the gas 

constant for air is: 

Rair =
8.3143 kJ/kmol.K

28.965 kJ/kmol
  

= 0.2870 kJ/kg.K 

 

2.7 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR 

2.7.1 HEAT CAPACITIES AT CONSTANT VOLUME AND CONSTANT 

PRESSURE 

Another quantity related to the Rgas is the specific heat of a substance. The specific heat is 

defined as the amount of heat per unit mass needed to raise the temperature of a substance by 

one degree. It is a measure which shows the relationship between heat and temperature of a 

substance. Specific heat varies from substance to substance and is dependent on the 

properties of the substance. Heat capacity can be measure under two different conditions; 

constant volume (Cv) and constant pressure (Cp). Thus, two types of specific heat are defined. 

The relationship between these two types of specific heats is the gas constant.  

 Rgas = Cp − Cv  (2.5) 

 

Where the constant volume and constant pressure specific heats are given as: 
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Cp = (

δH

δT
)

p=constant
 

(2.6) 

 
Cv = (

δU

δT
)

V=constant
 

(2.7) 

 

2.7.2 ADIABATIC INDEX 

In thermodynamics, an adiabatic process is described as one in which there is no heat 

exchange with the surroundings. The heats capacities ratio also known as the adiabatic index 

or gas constant is the ratio of specific heat capacity at constant pressure to the specific heat 

capacity at constant volume. It is a unit less constant (k); 

 
K =

Cp

Cv
 

(2.8) 

And for an ideal gas,  

 
K =

Cp

Cp − Rgas
 

(2.9) 

For diatomic gases like N2, O2, and air, the adiabatic index is approximately  

  K=1.4 

2.7.3 SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AND SPECIFIC ENTHALPY 

The specific internal energy of a gas measures the amount of energy, chemical and thermal 

present in each kg mass of the substance. The specific enthalpy is the sum of the internal 

energy of the substance and the product of its pressure and specific volume. The specific 

volume of a gas is the inverse of its density. It is the volume occupied by a unit mass of the 

substance measured in units of m3/Kg.  Both properties are temperature dependent and are 

measured in units of KJ/Kg. The specific enthalpy for a gas is given as: 
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 h = u + PV (2.10) 

For an ideal gas,  

 PV = Rgas T (2.11) 

Thus, substituting the above into equation (2.10) yields:  

 h = u + Rgas T (2.12) 

For an ideal gas, the specific internal energy and specific enthalpies are dependent only on 

temperature, thus the changes in each of these properties with respect to temperature can be 

written in relation to the temperature dependent specific heats as shown below 

 dh

dT
= 𝐶𝑝 (T) 

(2.13) 

Integrating the above equations yields: 

∫ 𝑑𝑢
𝑢2

𝑢1

= ∫ 𝐶𝑣(𝑇)𝑑𝑇
𝑇2

𝑇1

 

∫ 𝑑ℎ
ℎ2

ℎ1

= ∫ 𝐶𝑝(𝑇)𝑑𝑇
𝑇2

𝑇1

 

For very little changes in temperature, the changes in enthalpy and specific internal energy 

can be expressed approximately using average specific heat as shown below: 

 
Δu =

𝐶𝑣(𝑇₂) + 𝐶𝑣(𝑇₁)

2
 (𝑇₂ − 𝑇₁) 

(2.14) 

 

 
Δh =

𝐶𝑝(𝑇₂) + 𝐶𝑝(𝑇₁)

2
 (𝑇₂ − 𝑇₁) 

(2.15) 
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2.8 PSYCHROMETRICS 

Air at atmospheric condition is not dry, but usually contains some measure of water vapor. 

The study of air and water vapor mixture is called psychometrics. During the expansion 

process of the air, the temperature reduces and the water vapor in the air mixture begins to 

change phase. If the temperature of the air drops as low as the dew point of water or lower, 

water or ice may condense out and this is harmful to the turbine. 

The dew point of air is the point at which air is saturated with water vapor at a given 

temperature, i.e. the relative humidity is 100%. At this point, the water begins to condense 

out in liquid form. The relative humidity is the measure of water vapor present in air and is 

expressed as a percentage of water needed to saturate it at that temperature. 

 
RH =  Φ =  

Pv

P𝑠𝑎𝑡
 

(2.16) 

Where Pv is the partial pressure of water vapor and Psat is the pressure at which the air is 

saturated with water vapor at a given temperature. This is different from the humidity ratio 

discussed below. 

Humidity ratio is the ratio of the mass of water vapor present in the air to the mass of dry air 

in the mixture. 

 
Ws =

mv

ma
= 0.62198 

Pv

Pa
 

(2.17) 

Pv is the partial pressure of water vapor in the air and Pa is the partial pressure of dry air in 

the mixture. The total pressure, which is the measured pressure is the sum of the partial 

pressures of dry air and water vapor.  
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 P = Pa +  Pv (2.18) 

The humidity ratio is important for determining the amount of moisture removed from the 

air, as well as the minimum temperature the air can be cooled to at atmospheric pressure. The 

moisture removed from the air is calculated as follows:  

 Ws,rem = Ws,in – Ws,cooled (2.19) 

 

2.8.1 DEW POINT AND PRESSURE DEW POINT TEMPERATURE 

Dew point temperature is the measure of the moisture (water vapor) content present in a gas. 

Air is made up of different gases including water vapor and the individual pressures of each 

of these gases make up the total pressure of air. The maximum partial pressure of water 

vapor known as it’s saturation vapor pressure is dependent on temperature. 

Pressure dew point on the other hand is a term used when dealing with dew point temperature 

measurements for gases at pressures above atmospheric. It is the dew point temperature of a 

pressurized gas and it becomes important to determine this temperature because the process 

of compressing a gas moves the molecules of the gas more closely together. Water molecules 

also move closely together and the compressed gas appears wetter than at atmospheric 

pressure. The water molecules thus begin to condense out at a higher temperature than when 

it is at atmospheric pressure. 

Increasing the pressure of air increases its dew point temperature. For example, if air at 

atmospheric pressure (1 atm) with a dew point temperature of -10ºC has a partial pressure of 

water of 2.8 mbar, if the air is compressed to double its pressure (2 atm), then according to 

Dalton’s law of partial pressure, the partial pressure of the water vapor also doubles to 5.6 
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mbar. The dew point temperature of the air is thus the dew point corresponding to 5.6mbar (-

1ºC). Thus, it is seen that increasing the pressure of the air has also increased the dew point 

temperature of the air. Conversely, on the expansion side, when the air is expanded to a 

lower pressure (atmospheric pressure in this case), the dew point temperature also reduces to 

a lower temperature. 

It is important to factor this into the determination of the pressure range of the turbine inlet 

temperature because at the aftercooler following the compressor, the temperature of the air is 

cooled below its pressure dew point and some of the moisture content is removed. This 

reduces the overall mass of the air available for power generation and allows for much lower 

dew point temperature at the turbine outlet. The relationship of total pressure to partial 

pressure of water is  

 P1

P2
=

𝑒1

𝑒2
 

(2.20) 

 

Where, 

P1 = Total pressure of air before dehumidification 

P2 = Total pressure of air after dehumidification 

e1 = Partial pressure of water vapor before dehumidification 

e2 = Partial pressure of water after dehumidification 

 

The partial pressure of water present in the air is determined by the formula below: 
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Pw = 6.11×10

(
7.5×Td

237.3+Td
)−1

 

(2.21a) 

   

 
Pws = 6.11×10(

7.5×T
237.3+T

)−1
 

(2.21b) 

where  

Td = Dew point temperature of the air (ºC) 

T = dry bulb temperature of the air (ºC) 

Pw = Partial pressure of water vapor present in the air (kPa) 

Pws = Partial pressure of the water vapor in the air at saturation point (kPa) 

The dew point of the moist air is calculated using the formula below [23]: 

Tdp =  
Tn

[
m

log10
Pw

A

− 1]

 

Where Tn, m and A are constants given below for various temperature ranges. 

 

Table 2.1: Constants for Determining Dew Point Temperature 

Temperature range A m Tn 

-20 ºC to +50ºC 6.1164 7.591 240.726 

50 ºC -200 ºC 6.0896 7.335 230.392 

200 ºC-350 ºC 9.9806 7.889 263.124 
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Pws  = [exp (20.386 –
5,132

T
)] ×0.1333 

Where T is the dry bulb temperature in kelvin and Pws is the partial pressure of water vapor in 

the air at saturation point, in kPa. 

At various pressures, the dew point temperature is calculated using the same formula. 

 

2.8.2 MASS OF WATER REMOVED 

The mass of water removed from the air during the dehumidification process is gotten by; 

   ṁw =  ṁ𝑎 ×(W1 − W2) (2.22) 

          And W = 0.622 x Pv /Pdry air  

 Where; 

  ṁw = mass flow rate of water removed 

  ṁ𝑎 = mass flow rate of air before dehumidification 

  W1 = specific humidity of air before dehumidification 

  W2 = specific humidity of air after dehumidification 

  Pv = Vapor pressure 

 

2.9 AIR COMPRESSION 

Ambient air is compressed in multiple stages with an intercooler after each stage. The 

compressors which are driven by electric motors deliver pressurized air to an air storage 
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cavern. The intercooling of air is done to dissipate some of the heat of compression in order 

to reduce the work required in the next compression stage. This helps improve the overall 

efficiency of the compressed air energy storage system. The temperature of air rises during 

compression and the compression can be performed in three ways; isothermal process, 

polytropic process, or isentropic process.  

An isothermal compression implies that heat is removed instantaneously, thus the air remains 

at the same temperature throughout the process. This requires the least amount of energy 

input for the compression of air.  

The isentropic process on the contrary keeps the heat of compression within the air 

throughout the compression process. This process requires the most energy input for the 

same pressure ratio. As the air is compressed from atmospheric conditions to a new state, 

there is a change in its temperature and therefore a corresponding change in its enthalpies. 

This enthalpy difference can be used to determine the amount of work required for 

compression as shown below: 

 
wcomp,isen = (h2 − h1) =

K Rgas  (T₂ − T₁)

K − 1
 

(2.23) 

 

The final temperature can be determined using the initial temperature, pressure ratio, and 

specific heat ratio as follows: 

 

wcomp,isen =
K Rgas T₁

K − 1
 [(

P₂

P₁
)

K−1
K

− 1] 

(2.24) 
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And by combining both equation, the final temperature is given as, 

 

Tout  =  Tin  (
Pout

Pin
)

K−1
K

 

(2.25) 

 

The value of k will be determined iteratively as it is impossible to determine the value 

without previous knowledge of the outlet temperature. 

The closest one can achieve by the removal of heat is a polytropic process. The most realistic 

process is the isentropic process which is considered in this analysis. For a polytropic 

process, 

 PVⁿ = constant (2.26) 

Where n is the polytropic index. If the input and output data of temperature and pressure are 

known, the index can be calculated by its definition as follows: 

 

n =
ln (

P₂
P₁)

ln (
P₂
P₁ ×

T₁
T₂)

 

(2.27) 

In a case where the initial temperature, polytropic index and pressure ratio is known, the final 

output temperature from the compressor can be determined as follows:  

 

Tout =  Tin× (
Pout

Pin
)

n−1
n

 

(2.28) 
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2.10 ISENTROPIC COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 

The isentropic efficiency of the compressor is the ratio of isentropic compression work to 

actual compression work.  

 
η =

isentropic compressor work

actual compressor work
=  

wcomp,isen

wcomp,actual
 

(2.29) 

 

The isentropic efficiency can take any value between 0 and 1. An isentropic efficiency of 1 

indicates a perfectly efficient compressor with no losses. This is impossible as there is always 

some form of losses due to friction and heat transfer. An isentropic efficiency less than one 

means the compression process will require more work to compress air than the ideal process 

which is true in every compression case.    

 

2.11 MASS STORAGE 

Compressed air is stored in the storage and the stored air is discharged when needed. The 

volume of air that can be stored in the storage depends on the size of the storage vessel and 

the thermodynamic properties of the air. Cooler air occupies less space, thus in order to 

maximize storage, the hot compressed air is cooled prior to being charged into the storage. 

Typically, the storage has one inlet and one outlet for filling and discharging the air. This can 

be modelled as a uniform flow process which assumes that the inlet and outlet flow of air 

occur uniformly with no changes in fluid properties with respect to time or position.  
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The addition of mass to the storage tank causes a change in the internal energy and 

temperature of the tank. The mass of air present in the control volume at any given time is 

given as: 

 mcv = mcv,initial +  minlet − moutlet (2.30) 

The internal energy of the storage at any given time, is the net heat present in the system, 

minus the net-work plus any additional energy influx minus any energy outflow.  

Ucv2 − Ucv1 = Qnet − Wnet + [∑ mi(h + ke + pe)i
N
i=1 ]

in
 −

[∑ mj(h + ke + pe)j
N
j=1 ]

out
  

                                (2.31) 

The storage system is assumed to be a rigid adiabatic storage with no heat transfer across the 

walls of the tank. Thus with no heat transfer across the boundary, no boundary work and no 

potential or kinetic energy of the system, the above equation can be re-written for the CAES 

storage as: 

 Ucv2 −  Ucv1 =  (mh)inlet −  (mh)outlet (2.32) 

Or it can be written in terms of the specific internal energy as: 

 (mu)cv2 =  (mu)cv1 +  (mh)inlet − (mh)outlet (2.33) 

 

2.12 AIR COMBUSTION 

Combustion of the air takes place in a combustion chamber. Natural gas is the fuel adopted 

for this analysis. During the combustion process, one molecule of Natural gas (CH4) is 

combined with two molecules of oxygen to produce one molecule of CO2 and two molecules 

of water (H2O) as shown below.  
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CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O 

According to the US Department of Energy, “When one molecule of methane is burned, it 

produces two molecules of water vapor.  When moles are converted to pound/mole, we find 

that every pound of methane fuel combusted produces 2.25 lb. of water vapor, which is about 

12% of the total exhaust by weight” [24]. Typically, the combustion of 1 MMBTU of Natural 

gas releases approximately 90 lbs. (41 kg) of water into the air [25]. This process increases 

the humidity of the air and in turn increases its dew point temperature. This is because the 

ratio of water vapor to dry air increases. 

 

2.13 HEATED AIR EXPANSION 

The expansion of gas in a turbine like the compression is done in multiple expansion stages. 

This is done to maximize the extraction of the potential energy from the compressed air, thus 

leading to an increase in the round-trip efficiency of the CAES system. The round trip 

efficiency is the ratio of the total energy put in to energy retrieved. This is shown later in 

equation …. 

As the high pressure, high temperature gas goes through the turbine, the expansion does work 

on the impeller which turns a shaft. The volume of the expanding air increases as the 

pressure decreases and the temperature also decreases subject to the ideal gas laws. For an 

isentropic expansion process, the temperature of the air decreases with no heat addition 

between stages. Thus, the work output from the turbine can be determined using the 

enthalpies of the inlet and outlet air only. The output work from the turbine can be expressed 

as the difference between the enthalpies form inlet to outlet: 
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 Wturb,output = hturb,inlet – hturb,outlet (2.34) 

 

The turbine efficiency like the compressor efficiency is the ratio of actual turbine work to 

isentropic turbine work. 

 
η =  

isentropic compressor work

actual compressor work
=

wturb,actual

wturb,isen
 

(2.35) 

 

2.14 CAES EFFICIENCY 

A CAES system typically has two input sources; electric input to the compressor and fuel 

input in the combustion chamber. Thus, these two input sources have to be put into 

consideration in determining the overall system efficiency. The overall system performance 

is thus defined by the heat rate and energy ratio. The heat rate is defined as the ratio of fuel 

input to the electricity output from the turbine, while the energy ratio is the ratio of electricity 

input to electricity output as shown below: 

 
Heat Rate =  

Fuel Energy input

Electricity output
 

(2.36) 

   

 
Energy ratio =  

Electricity input

Electricity output
 

(2.37) 

The round trip efficiency is given by: 

 RTE =
1

Energy Ratio+Heat rate
 (2.38) 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

3.1 COMPUTER MODELING 

 

For systems as complex as a gas turbine or CAES, studying an actual system is very 

expensive. Thus, such systems are studied by computer modelling. Computer modelling is 

the process of representing a real-world engineering, manufacturing, economic and other 

types of situations and phenomenon as a set of mathematical equations in a computer 

program. A simulation of such model should imitate to a good precision the internal 

processes of the system being simulated. The use of computer models is a more economic 

means of predicting the behaviors and outcome for multiple system configurations without 

having to invest the resources to study the real physical system. Computer models are 

however not a perfect representation of the phenomena they model, although they provide 

useful insight. In the words of George Box, “it would be very remarkable if any system 

existing in the real world could be exactly represented by any simple model. However, 

cunningly chosen parsimonious models often do provide remarkably useful approximations”. 

In other words, all models are wrong, but some are useful [26]. Modelling real world systems 

are usually very complex and easily become complicated, thus we often simplify the models 

and yet satisfy to an acceptable extent the goal that would be achieved if the real system is 

studied. Other advantages of the computer modelling include the ability to make alterations 

and immediately see the outcome, cheap (almost costless) repeated testing of the system, and 

a safe modeling of dangerous scenarios. 
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3.2 MATLAB AND EXCEL 

The model used for this application was developed in MATLAB and the solutions were plotted 

in Excel. MATLAB was chosen because of its simplicity, ease of usage and its ability to 

perform calculations in mathematics and physics. It is very straightforward to represent and 

then simulate a mathematical model representing a physical system. MATLAB/Simulink 

allows quick analyses of the response of complicated systems that may be extortionately 

difficult to analyze analytically. The mathematical equations representing a given system that 

serve as the basis for the model are derived from physical laws. 

 The results were plotted in Microsoft Excel because it is a simple tool for data analysis and it 

produces beautiful and legible plots which are easy to comprehend.  

 

3.3 MODEL STRUCTURE 

Two models were designed for the analysis; one for the hybrid gas turbine and another for 

the typical gas turbine. Each model in MATLAB requires a set of input data to be provided 

as well as anonymous functions specified in the command window. The program then 

calculates sizing information and thermodynamic influences on the system as the system is 

simulated. The program is run and the results of these calculations are provided in the 

solutions box. During the simulation, a series of calculations are done, sizing the system and 

determining the input and output power and system efficiency. 

The Matlab model for each system starts with a function page which is called upon for the 

major calculation of the efficiencies at various temperatures and pressures. Temperatures and 
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pressures are inputted into the system as matrices and the results are also obtained in a 

similar format. 

First an input page allows a number of variables to be assigned values. These variables are 

listed below. The variables assigned on this page are used in the first function set which 

calculates the storage size and performs a simple input and output calculation for one turbine 

inlet pressure and various temperatures. This page is set as a function which is called upon by 

another page “MAIN FILE” where the same calculations are repeated for varying 

temperatures and a range of temperatures. 

 

3.4 USER INPUT 

On the input page, the user is required to assign values to the following variables at the 

initiation of the calculations: 

 Ambient Air Pressure at compressor inlet (Patm, [kPa]) 

 Final air pressure at the compressor outlet (Pcomp, [kPa]) 

 Working Pressure at turbine inlet (Pturb_in, [kPa]) 

 Hour of compression or off peak hours (Tcomp, [hours]) 

 Compressor mass flowrate (ṁ [kg/s]) 

 Ambient air dry bulb temperature (Tatm_db, [K]) 

 Ambient air wet bulb temperature (Tatm_wb, [K]) 

 Isentropic compression efficiency (E_comp, [unitless, percentage]) 

 Isentropic turbine efficiency (E_turb, [unitless, percentage]) 

 Steady state temperature of the receiver (Treceiver, [K]) 
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Values are assigned to these variable prior to commencement of the program computation. 

These variables can be altered at any time and the program re-run easily. Values are assumed 

for these input parameters for this model and the input values are varied for various analysis. 

Temperature and pressure limits are determined and the program is run within the bounds of 

these limits. The program is run for a total of five pressures and approximately 950 

temperature points. 

 

3.5 TEMPERATURE LIMITS 

The temperature of the air exiting the combustion chamber and going into the turbine could 

be varied as desired, however the limit of these temperatures is confined by the properties of 

the turbine. When air is pressurized, the molecules in the air (including water molecules) 

move closer together. At high temperatures, the water vapor in the air remains in gaseous 

form. However, on expansion of the gas, the temperature of the air reduces drastically 

causing water vapor to condense. It is imperative that this condensation be avoided in the 

turbine to prevent damaging the components of the turbine. Thus, the lower temperature limit 

exiting the combustion chamber is set to be the temperature at which the air existing the 

turbine is exactly at or above the dew point temperature of the air. The dew point of the air 

from the turbine is measured at atmospheric pressure, however this value is dependent on the 

pressure dew point and water removed at the aftercooler. This is further discussed below. 

The temperature of the air can be allowed to rise as high as needed without damaging the 

components of the turbine. The turbine materials are often made of steel and the higher 

temperature limit is estimated at 1,200 ºC (1,473 K) [27]. 
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3.6 DEW POINT AND PRESSURE DEW POINT TEMPERATURE 

The dew point of the stored air after the cooling point is determined. It is important to factor 

the dew point and pressure dew point into the determination of the range of the turbine inlet 

temperature because at the aftercooler following the compressor, the temperature of the air is 

cooled below its pressure dew point and some of the moisture content is removed. This 

reduces the overall mass of the air available for power generation and allows for much lower 

dew point temperature at the turbine outlet. The relationship of total pressure to partial 

pressure of water is  

P1/P2 = e1/e2 

The partial pressure of water present in the air is determined by the formula below [28]: 

 Pw = 6.11×10
(

7.5×Td
237.3+Td

)−1
 

Pws = 6.11×10(
7.5×T

237.3+T
)−1

 

where  

Td = Dew point temperature of the air (ºC) 

T = dry bulb temperature of the air (ºC) 

Pw = Partial pressure of water vapor present in the air (kPa) 

Pws = Partial pressure of the water vapor in the air at saturation point (kPa) 
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3.7 MASS OF WATER REMOVED 

The mass of water removed from the air during the dehumidification process is calculated for 

the pressurized air using the formula below. This is important in determining the mass of air 

available for power generation. The mass of water removed described in equation (2.22) is 

used: 

  ṁw =  ṁ𝑎  ×(W1 − W2) 

 Where; 

  ṁw = mass flow rate of water removed 

  ṁ𝑎 = mass flow rate of dry air 

  W1 = specific humidity of air before dehumidification 

  W2 = specific humidity of air after dehumidification 

  

3.8 NIST JANAF TABLE 

The ideal gas properties of dry air are required for determining the dew point and humidity 

ratio of the air at various temperatures and pressures. These properties are gotten from the 

NIST JANAF tables [29]; the data is read into the program as a matrix. The properties 

imported from the table are temperature dependent properties for various values of air 

temperatures. These properties are read in for non-continuous temperature range of 200-

2,000 K and they include; 

 Specific enthalpy 

 Relative pressure 
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 Specific internal energy 

 Relative specific volume 

 Reference entropy 

 

Upon assignment of these variable values, the program calculates the minimum required 

storage volume based on the compression energy available, isentropic compression work 

required for the compression of air, the isentropic expansion work of the expanding air on the 

turbine and the reheat necessary to increase the enthalpy of the air to have appropriate 

ambient turbine outlet conditions. The program calculates the various parameters of the 

system in a number of steps. The roundtrip efficiency is determined based on the input 

(electrical and heat) and output energy. 

The table below shows the input parameters used for the analysis. 
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Table 3. 1 Parameters Used for Thermodynamic Analysis 

PARAMETERS VALUES 

Atmospheric pressure 101.35 kPa 

Compressor pressure ratio 2,027 kPa 

Inlet air dry bulb temperature 300 K 

Inlet air wet bulb temperature 296 K 

Compression hours 8 hours 

Isentropic compressor efficiency 80% 

Isentropic turbine efficiency 85% 

Minimum turbine inlet pressure 1,013.5 kPa 

Required power output 5 MW 

Required hour of operation 4 hours 

 

3.9 CASE STUDY 

For this analysis, the specifications of an existing gas turbine are used as a model. The 

specifications are discussed later. The flowrate of the gas turbine is used to determine the 

volume of air available for power generation from the storage. It is assumed that the total 

volume of air compressed is available for expansion in the gas turbine. Thus, the mass flow 

rate multiplied by the total hours of compression (off peak hours) gives us the total mass of 

air stored for electricity generation. At compressor inlet temperature (300 K) which is the 

temperature to which the air is cooled to, and 20 atm (pressure the air is compressed to), the 

density of air is 1.177 kg/m3 at the compressor inlet temperature of 300 K. This is used to 

determine the actual volume of air to be stored. This value is used in determining the volume 

of the storage. The actual volume of air compressed is calculated as: 
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Vs =

ṁ×tcomp×3,600

ρair
 

(3.1) 

 

And 

 

ρair =
Pair

Rair×Tair
 

 

(3.2) 

 

Where, 

Vs = Volume of air compressed for storage (m3) 

ṁ = mass flow rate of air out of the compressor (kg/s) 

tcomp = total compression time (hours) 

ρair = density of air at storage temperature and pressure (23.6514 kg/m3) 

 

3.10 SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO AND GAS CONSTANT 

The first step in the program calculates the specific heats ratio (K, [unitless]) using the 

constant volume specific heat (cv, [kJ/kg-K]) and constant pressure specific heat (Cp, [kJ/kg-

K]) of air. The specific gas constant of air is also computed in this step of the calculation as 

shown previously using the universal gas constant and the molecular weight of air. 

 

3.11 STORAGE VOLUME 

The next step is determining the storage volume. The air receiver must generally be sized 

according to the variation in consumption demand and/or the compressor size and 

modulation strategy. To replenish the energy of the stored air, the storage vessel must see a 

pressure difference. For a typical CAES system, the volume of the storage is dependent on 
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the required power output and the permissible pressure difference in the storage. In the case 

of this hybrid system, the output power of the system is dependent on the mass of air 

compressed during off peak hours. This volume is calculated based on the assumption that 

the storage tank is adiabatic; that is there is no heat crossing the boundaries of the storage 

wall. The formula for determining the volume of the storage is shown as follows: 

 Pa x Vs = ΔP x Vf (3.3) 

Where, 

Pa = atmospheric pressure (1 atm) 

Vs = Volume of the gas stored in the receiver (m3) 

ΔP = Pressure difference in the storage (atm)  

Vf = Fixed volume of the receiver storage (m3) 

The receiver volume calculated here is an estimated value, the volume may the altered based 

on the facility requirement. The system modelled assumes a compression duration of 8 hours 

and a permissible pressure difference in the storage tank of approximately 10 atm. This value 

is varied over a range of pressure differences to show the relationship between the pressure 

difference and the minimum required storage volume. 

 

 

3.12 COMPRESSION WORK 

 

The next step of the analysis does a comparison of the existing gas turbine with the hybrid 

turbine system beginning with the calculation of the compressor work. The work done by the 

compressor to raise the pressure of air from atmospheric pressure to the required pressure is 
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calculated for a range of five output pressure values. Similar to the expansion of the air, the 

compression of air is done in a single stage for both regular and the hybrid gas turbine. The 

specific compression work done is calculated using the isentropic compressor efficiency and 

the ideal specific compression work done. At this stage, the temperature of compressed air 

leaving the compressor is also determined using equation (2.25) shown below. 

Tout = Tin× (
Pout

Pin
)

K−1
K

 

The air leaving the compressor is cooled from the output temperature to a temperature of 300 

K. This is the temperature of the air going into the receiver. From the first law of 

thermodynamics, when a tank is being filled at constant temperature, the temperature in the 

tank increases from the by a factor of the adiabatic index [30]. 

 Tfilled = K×Tempty (3.4) 

The empty tank is assumed to be at the temperature of the surrounding; at 300 K, thus the 

temperature of the tank rises to 420 K as shown below: 

𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑   = 1.4 x 300 Kelvin 

         = 420 Kelvin 

wcomp,isen =

K Rgas Tinlet

K − 1  [1 − (
Patm

Pturb,in
)

K−1
K

]

ηisentropic
 

3.13 TURBINE WORK 

The Turbine work is the next step in the calculation. The expansion is done in a single 

expansion stage unlike the typical CAES systems with multi-stage expansion and 
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compression. The specific expansion work done on the turbine is calculated using the 

isentropic turbine efficiency and the ideal specific expansion work done. This calculation is 

done over a range of turbine input temperatures. The output temperature from the turbine 

stage is also computed using equation (2.24) shown below: 

wturb,isen =

K Rgas Tinlet

K − 1  [(
Patm

Pturb,in
)

K−1
K

− 1]

ηisentropic
 

 

3.14 HUMIDITY PROPERTIES 

The next step in the calculation is the humidity property/psychrometric. This calculates the 

pressure dew point temperature of the compressed air and the atmospheric dew point 

temperature of the dehumidified air. This value to be determined depends on the wet bulb 

and dry bulb temperatures of the air. These values are to be provided as an input into the 

code and are used to determine the dew point of the air, the quantity of water that may have 

been removed during the after cooling done after the compression and before sending the air 

into the receiver storage. The dew point temperature of air entering the turbine is determined 

using the thermodynamic tables. 

 

3.15 GAS TURBINE EFFICIENCY 

The system efficiency is calculated for various input temperatures into the turbine. The 

efficiency of the system is calculated using the input energy (combustion input) and the work 

output for systems. The temperature ranges from the previously determined dew point 
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temperature of the air from the storage to the maximum temperature permissible in the 

turbine without corrupting the turbine components. 

 

3.16 COMPRESSED AIR ENERGY STORAGE EFFICIENCY 

The efficiency of the compressed air energy storage requires the input energy from the 

renewable energy source or from the grid to be put into consideration. The efficiency of the 

hybrid turbine is determined using the Heat rate and Fuel ratio. It is the ratio of the power 

output from the turbine to the input from the compressor and combustor. 

 

3.17 PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION 

The analysis is done for various temperatures and pressure ratios of the compressor and 

turbine. The pressure in the storage is allowed to drop to a certain pressure which is the 

minimum inlet pressure into the turbine. The pressure of compressed air going into the 

turbine is controlled by throttling valves prior to the combustion chamber. For air going 

through a throttling valve, the temperature as well as the enthalpy remains the same and the 

air is throttled to a constant pressure [31].   

The next step in the optimization process is to determine the best temperature going into the 

turbine. Lower temperatures going into the turbine require a lot less heat input as fuel and 

produce less power output. Higher temperatures on the other hand require more fuel and 

produce a higher output. A heat recovery can be done on systems with higher temperatures to 

recover exhaust heat from the turbine outlet air and use this energy to preheat air going into 

the combustion chamber. This will save fuel (heat energy) and money. For this analysis, the 
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efficiency of the recuperator for heat recovery is assumed to be 80%. The formula for the 

recuperator efficiency is given as: 

 
Effectiveness =

Tfinal − Tair

Texhaust − Tair
 

(3.5) 

Where, 

Tfinal = The final temperature the air is pre-heated to, K 

Tair = Temperature of air from the storage, K 

Texhaust = Temperature of the turbine exhaust air, K 

 

3.18 UNTHROTTLED FLOW 

The flowrate into the turbine could be left un-throttled. An analysis is done to determine the 

possibility of leaving the air un-throttled and allowing the turbine throttle the air from the 

maximum pressure to the minimum permissible pressure. This is a transient process which 

means that air temperature, pressure, power output and fuel input vary with time. The 

analysis studies the effect of this system and compares with the throttled flow to determine 

the most energy and cost efficient. 

The change in pressure in the tank over a period is determined along with the corresponding 

temperature and pressure. The properties of air in the pipes are assumed to be the same as the 

pressure inside the tank at any time (t) in the flow process. The pressure of air in the tank at 

any given time is obtained using the formula below: 

 tC

it ePP 1  (3.6) 
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V

RTCA
C D 


6847.

1

 

Where,  

A = The orifice area in m2 

V = The tank volume in m3.  

CD = The discharge port coefficient; assumed to be equal to 0.6 

 

The temperature of the air at any given time is determined using the formula for transient 

described in equation (2.25) flow: 

Tfinal = Tinitial (
Pfinal

Pinitial
)

K−1
K

 

The flowrate at any given time is obtained by the formula derived from the ideal gas 

equation: 

The ideal gas equation as previously stated in equation (2.3) is 

PV = mRT 

Taking a derivative of this with respect to time gives: 

 
P

dV

dt
+ V

dP

dt
= mR

dT

dt
+ RT

dm

dt
 

(3.7) 

The volume of the storage remains constant throughout the process; thus, the first term of the 

equation is zero. This gives us an equation for the mass flow rate as: 
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dm

dt
=

V
dP
dt

− mR
dT
dt

RT
 

(3.8) 

 

3.19 COST ANALYSIS 

To quantify the energy consumption and savings to determine the usefulness and optimum 

solutions, a cost analysis is done to determine the savings from electricity generation during 

the hours of peak demand and the cost associated with producing this electricity in terms of 

fuel input and electricity input. The electricity input for this study is neglected simply 

because the study focuses on the use of nuclear or renewable energy as a primary source of 

power generation and the hybrid gas turbine as the secondary source. For many utilities, 

nuclear reactors do not operate at full power at night because of the lower demand for power.  

Adding load to these reactors provides very inexpensive and carbon free power to this energy 

storage system.  

The savings cost associated with the electricity produced by the hybrid system is cost of 

power during the peak times of the day, which may be the cost of operating an inefficient 

power generation asset or the real-time wholesale price for power.  This avoided cost varies 

from company to company and between states. For the sake of this analysis, a blended 

avoided cost of $0.12/kWh to $0.15/kWh is estimated for the peak time of day.  In some 

states and some parts of the year, this could easily be double our estimate. 

Finally, an analysis is done comparing the cost of purchasing a brand new CAES system and 

the cost of hybridizing the gas turbine to perform the same function. The savings are also 

analyzed and the payback period for the proposed system is determined from the analysis. 

This helps to verify if the idea is worth researching or not. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

The analysis carried out is done to observe the prospect of using an existing gas turbine to 

function as a CAES system for power generation to maximize peak savings. The model thus 

features the same size for both systems and observes the performances of the two systems in 

generating a required amount of power. 

For any system, it is important to ensure that the right size of storage and equipment is 

provided for optimum performance of the system. The size of the storage required is 

determined for the compression hours and flow rate. The changes in the system as well as the 

efficiency of the systems are demonstrated in this chapter and the parameters were observed 

for various input variables. The thermodynamic analysis of the typical gas turbine and the 

hybrid gas turbine system were carried out based on the following assumptions: 

 Compression of air is done during off peak hours from an excess renewable energy 

source 

 Adiabatic storage i.e. there is no heat transfer through the walls of the storage 

 The heat losses through the pipe and from the storage are negligible 

In reality, this is not true as there is some measure of heat transfer through the walls of a salt 

cavern and there are some losses through the pipes due to heat transfer. The losses through 

the pipes are negligible, hence the temperature is kept relatively constant. 
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A case study is done using the following parameters for the gas turbine and hybrid system 

shown in the table below and the thermodynamics of both systems are compared and 

discussed. 

 

Table 4.1: Parameters of the Gas turbine systems studied 

PARAMETERS Gas Turbine 

Hybrid Gas 

Turbine 

Min Power out (MW) 5 5 

Ambient air absolute pressure (atmosphere) 1 1 

Final compressor absolute pressure (atmosphere) 20 - 35 20 - 35 

Turbine inlet absolute pressure (atmosphere) 20 - 35 10 - 25 

Ambient temperature (Kelvin) 300 300 

Temperature of empty receiver (Kelvin) - 300 

Isentropic compressor efficiency 80% 80% 

Hours of compression 8 8 

Hours of power generation 8 4 

Isentropic turbine efficiency 85% 85% 

Ambient wet bulb temp (Kelvin) 293 293 

Dew-point temperature at compressor inlet (Kelvin) 296 296 

  

4.1 SIZING THE SYSTEM 

 

For a sample analysis, the gas turbine selected is required to provide an output of 5 MW, at a 

compressor flowrate of 19.5 kg/s and a pressure ratio of 10 to 20 [32]. For a hybrid system 

designed from the same turbine and an estimated pressure difference of 1,013.25 kPa (10 

atm) in the storage vessel, the required storage size was determined to be 48,372 m3 (1.7 

million cubic feet). The volume of storage required is dependent on the total volume of air 
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used in the generation process and the permissible pressure difference in the storage vessel. 

This relationship is shown in Figure 4.1 below: 

 

 
Figure 4.1:  Relationship between Storage vessel size and pressure difference for 5 MW 

output 

 

The figure shows a decrease in the required storage volume for greater pressure difference. 

Utility scale CAES plants are able to attain much higher compression pressures using 

multiple compression stages, which allows for much higher pressure difference in the storage 

vessel. The 110 MW plant in McIntosh, Alabama has a compression pressure of 

approximately 60 atm (6,080 kPa) and allows the pressure to drop to 30 atm (3,040 kPa) in 

the storage. This pressure difference of 30 atm (3,040 kPa) brings the required storage for the 

facility to an approximate 283,000 m3 (10 million cubic ft.) whereas an equivalent system 

with the same output requirement and a pressure drop of 10 atm will require a storage size of 
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968,000 m3 (33 million cubic feet) as shown in Figure 4.2 below.  The system under 

consideration however is limited in that it features only one compression stage for a simple 

cycle gas turbine and compresses the air to a pressure of 20 atm. With a pressure difference 

of 10atm, the required storage volume is found to be three times the value of the McIntosh 

volume. When the air is compressed to higher pressures of 30 atm or 35 atm, there is room 

for higher pressure difference in the storage, thus the storage size drops to 12,403 m3 

(438,012 ft3) as the pressure difference increases up to 25 atm. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Relationship between Storage vessel size and pressure difference for 110 

MW output 
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4.2 CYCLE EFFICIENCY 

The cycle efficiency of the typical gas turbine was determined over a range of temperatures. 

The flowrate through a gas turbine remains almost constant throughout the entire process 

from compression to expansion as the process is a continuous one. The fuel addition in the 

combustion increases the flowrate by a slight amount. The system features no intercoolers 

thus the high temperature of the compressed air serves an advantage at the combustion 

chamber as less combustion is required to raise the air to the required turbine inlet 

temperature.  

The turbine supplies a quantity of back work to the compressor for the compression process 

which depends on the compression. The efficiency of the Brayton cycle is observed to 

increase with increasing turbine inlet temperature. This is because the compressor work 

remains constant, thus heat addition increases the kinetic energy of the gas thus creating 

more output work from the turbine. The quantity of work that goes back to drive the 

compressor is constant irrespective of the temperature at the turbine inlet, thus every 

additional unit of energy produced goes out as useful work to drive the generator.   

Figure 4.3 below shows the relationship between the turbine inlet temperature and the 

efficiency of the system. At very low temperatures below 1,000 K, the output provided by the 

turbine is not sufficient to drive the compressor, thus a net output is only seen at temperatures 

higher than 1,000 K. The output at this temperature however surpasses the compressor work 

by only a little such that the greater portion of the output goes back to drive the compressor. 

Between 1,010 K and 1,200 K, the increase in the turbine net output rapidly increases as seen 

in Figure 4.3. This portion of the plotted graph appears to be the steepest. As the temperature 

rises beyond this point, the graph becomes less steep. This is because even though the net 
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output is increasing with temperature, the proportion of increase with each unit of heat input 

decreases. As the temperature approaches 1,400 K, the graph becomes less steep showing 

less increase in efficiency with heat addition.  

 

Figure 4.3: Net Cycle Efficiency of the Brayton cycle at pressure ratio of 20 

 

An increase in the compressed air pressure will yield higher output as the high-pressure gas 

has a higher kinetic energy which serves as additional energy to propel the gas turbine. With 

a higher-pressure ratio, the work required by the compressor to compress the air is higher and 

the output temperature of the compressed air is also higher. Over a range of pressures, the 

cycle efficiency is observed to show the same pattern; increasing as the temperature 

increases. The increase in efficiency between two pressures is also observed to be a constant 

value as shown in Figure 4.4 below. Thus, for optimum output, the air should be compressed 

to the highest possible pressure within the permissible limit of the compressor. 
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Figure 4. 4: Net Cycle Efficiency of the Brayton cycle for different pressure ratios 

 

4.3 HYBRID GAS TURBINE EFFICIENCY 

The same analysis was performed on the hybrid gas turbine system. Initially, the air is 

compressed from 1 atm to 20 atm and the efficiency of the system is observed over a set 

range of temperatures. The minimum temperature that can go into the turbine corresponds to 

the temperature for which the turbine outlet air temperature is equal to or greater than the 

dew point temperature. For this analysis, upon removal of water during after-cooling and 

with some water formation during the combustion process, the air exiting the turbine is found 

to be saturated as shown below. 

At the initial stage; the compressor inlet, the air at dry bulb temperature of 300 K and 296 K 

wet bulb temperature has the following parameters: 

Humidity Ratio  = 0.016 kg/kg 
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Mass of moist air = 561,600 kg 

Dew point   = 294 K 

Air Mass Flowrate  = 19.5 kg/s  

To determine the partial pressure of water present in the air, the formula in equations (2.21a) 

and (2.21b) are used: 

Pw = 6.11 x 10(157.5/258.3)-1 = 2.49 kPa 

Pws = 6.11 x 10(202.5/264.3)-1 = 3.57 kPa 

When the air is compressed to 20 atm, according to Dalton’s law, the partial pressure of 

water vapor and air is also increased by a factor of 20.   

Pws = 3.57 x 20  = 71.32 kPa 

The dew point temperature corresponding to this vapor pressure is calculated from the same 

equation used above: 

Tdp = 90.29 ºC (363.29K). 

During the after-cooling process, the temperature of the air is reduced to 300 K which is less 

than the dew point temperature of the compressed air, thus condensation occurs and some of 

the moisture present in the air is removed. The amount of water removed during this process 

is determined using equation (2.22) as shown below: 

First the humidity ratio of the air after dehumidification is determined. We obtain the partial 

pressure of dry air at atmospheric pressure as 98.837 kPa, and upon compression, this 
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increases by a factor of 20 to 1,976.7 kPa. The partial pressure of water vapor present at 20 

atm is 3.57 kPa, thus the humidity ratio is calculated as: 

W2 = 0.622 x
3.57

1,976.7
= 0.001122 

The amount of water removed is thus: 

ṁw = 19.5
kg

s
×(0.016 − 0.001122) = 0.29

kg

s
 

Over a period of eight hours, the total air removed is: 

mw = 0.29
kg

s
 ×8 hrs ×3,600

s

hr
= 8,355.5 kg 

The removal of water from the air reduces the moisture content, and the dew point of the air. 

However, during the process of combustion, water is formed and added to the air, thus 

increasing the humidity ratio of the air. The amount of water added during combustion 

depends on the amount of fuel used; about 90 pounds (40.5 kg) of water is added to the air 

for every MMBTU of fuel combusted. Thus, to determine the right temperature of the turbine 

inlet air to avoid dew point temperature, the calculation is done iteratively for various 

temperatures. 

At saturation point, a dew point of 100ºC at atmospheric pressure, the required inlet 

temperature is found to be 877 K.  

Since the compression is no longer driven by the turbine, the system can operate at a 

minimum temperature of 900 K. Figure 4.5 below shows the heat rate of the hybrid CAES 

system over temperatures ranging from 900 K-1,473 K. The heat rate measures the output 

power produced by the system as compared to the input fuel energy added to the combustion 
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chamber to raise the temperature. The heat rate is shown to be at its highest when the 

temperature of the air is highest. This is expected because the higher the temperature of the 

air, the higher the fuel consumption of the system and the output power is also higher. With 

increase in the temperature of the air, the efficiency of the system increases. The output 

power produced is higher, and the ratio of output power to fuel consumption of the system is 

also higher. The output power from the CAES system with heat addition is much higher than 

the output from the regular gas turbine with the same amount of heat added. For a CAES 

system operating at turbine inlet pressure of 10 atm and temperature of 1,473 K, the work 

output is found to be three times the net output of the gas turbine operating at turbine inlet 

pressure of 20 atm and temperature of 1,473 K with the same flowrate. The work done by the 

compressor in both cases is the same however, the difference in the pressures is as a result of 

the storage in the CAES. Typically, it is impossible to get all the stored air in the cavern to 

produce adequate work. To be conservative, the pressure in the storage is allowed to drop no 

lower than 10 atm.   

Figure 4.5 below shows the relationship between the heat rate of the hybrid gas turbine and 

the turbine inlet temperature when the pressure ratio at the turbine is 10. This is also based on 

the assumption that the turbine has an efficiency of 85%. 

The heat rate is the rate of fuel consumption of the system. It measures the amount of fuel 

consumed in kJ (or MMBTU) to generate one kWh (or kJ/kg) of output. This is described in 

equation (2.36). 

Heat Rate =  
Qcombustor

Wturbine
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The energy ratio is the rate of electricity consumption of the system per unit output. This is 

described in equation (2.37) 

Energy Ratio =  
Wcompressor

Wturbine
 

 
Figure 4.5: Heat Rate of the Hybrid gas turbine against the turbine inlet temperature. 

 

As mass is discharged from the storage, the pressure in the storage gradually reduces and so 

does the temperature. As mass exits the control volume, it carries energy with it and the 

temperature in the tank gradually reduces. This discharged process occurs through a nozzle 

which is used to regulate the pressure and flow rate of the air leaving the system. The nozzle 

is essentially a pipe or tube with varying cross sectional area used to modify the flow of the 

fluid. It operates by converting the pressure of the fluid to velocity. During this process, the 

high-pressure gas at the inlet of the nozzle expands, causing a drop in pressure of the gas. For 

real gases, this process of expansion of gasses in a throttling device leads to a drop in the gas 
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temperature across the throttling device; a phenomenon known as the Joule Thompson effect. 

This occurs because heat is converted to work to overcome intermolecular force of the gas. 

However, this phenomenon does not apply to Ideal gases. This is because the Joule 

Thompson effect is dependent on the interaction between gas molecules, and there are no 

such interactions for ideal gases [33]. Thus, the temperature of the air from the storage 

remains the same at the entrance and exit of the throttling valve. However, although there is 

no temperature change across the throttling valve, the temperature in the storage changes as 

the tank is discharged. This is put into consideration in this analysis. The Figure 4.6 below 

shows the pressure and temperature changes of the air in the storage as well as the reheat 

needed as a function of time. 

 

 
Figure 4. 6: Receiver Temperature and Pressure Changes vs. Time   
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The analysis was carried out for the system over a range of pressures. An increase in the 

system pressure yields an increase in the output and efficiency of the system. Nonetheless, 

the same pattern is observed for all pressures.  

 
Figure 4. 7: Heat Rate of the Hybrid Gas Turbine for Different Pressure Ratios 

 

The round trip efficiency of the hybrid gas turbine includes required input work of the 

compressor made available from a nuclear/renewable source. The roundtrip efficiency of the 

CAES measures the ratio of the energy output to total energy input. This efficiency is much 

lower than that of the regular gas turbine. This is because the system requires electrical 

energy to run the compressor and from the storage to the turbine, the pressure of the 

compressed air is reduced to regulate the flowrate and pressure of air going into the turbine 

for the purpose of grid stability, and the heat loss between compression and turbine inlet. The 

round trip efficiency of the system is calculated over a range of temperatures and pressure 

difference between the storage and the turbine inlet.  The round trip efficiency is observed to 
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be higher with lower pressure difference; when the pressure in the storage is allowed to drop 

only a total of 2 atm, as opposed to 10 atm previously used in calculation, the efficiency of 

the system is seen to increase as high as 6.5% at turbine inlet temperature of 1,473 K. This is 

shown in Figure 4.8 below. It is important to note however that operating at lower pressure 

difference increases the capacity of the storage volume required as discussed previously. In 

order to maximize storage capacity, CAES plants aim to increase the pressure difference in 

the storage. 

 
Figure 4. 8: Round Trip Efficiency of the Hybrid Gas Turbine for Various Pressure 

Differences Between the storage and Turbine Inlet 
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The table below shows the heat rate and energy ratio of the hybrid system at different 

temperatures. 

Table 4. 2: Heat Rate and Energy Ratio and Round Trip Efficiency of the Hybrid 

System 

Temperature 

(Kelvin) 

Heat Rate 

(kJ/kWh) 

Energy 

Ratio 

Round Trip 

Efficiency 

900 4,729 1.38 37.30% 

1,000 5,143 1.24 37.64% 

1,100 5,482 1.13 37.91% 

1,200 5,764 1.03 38.15% 

1,300 6,003 0.95 38.35% 

1,400 6,207 0.89 38.52% 

1,473 6,339 0.84 38.63% 

 

The round-trip efficiency of the system is the ratio of total output from the turbine (turbine 

work in kJ/kg) to the total energy input. The system input includes the compressor input 

(compressor work in kJ/kg) and heat input (combustion heat input in kJ/kg). The equation for 

the round-trip efficiency is defined in equation (2.38) and is shown below. 

Round Trip Efficiency =  
Wturbine

(Qcombustor + Wcompressor)
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The round-trip efficiency for various pressure difference between the storage and turbine 

outlet is shown in the table below; 

 

Table 4. 3: Round-Trip Efficiency of the Hybrid System for Varying Pressure 

Difference 

Temperature 

(K) 

Round-Trip Efficiency 

diff = 2 diff = 4 diff=6 diff=8 diff = 10 

900 43.50% 42.34% 40.98% 39.34% 37.30% 

1,000 43.89% 42.72% 41.34% 39.69% 37.64% 

1,100 44.21% 43.03% 41.65% 39.98% 37.91% 

1,200 44.48% 43.30% 41.90% 40.23% 38.15% 

1,300 44.71% 43.52% 42.12% 40.44% 38.35% 

1,400 44.92% 43.72% 42.31% 40.62% 38.52% 

1,473 45.05% 43.85% 42.43% 40.74% 38.63% 

 

4.4 FUEL CONSUMPTION 

Due to the difference in the temperature of the air flowing into the combustion chamber for 

both systems, the energy needed from the combustor to raise the gas to a given temperature 

varies for both system, and so does the fuel consumption of the two systems. In order to 

estimate the energy consumption of both systems, a comparison of the fuel consumption of 

both systems is done and the results are shown. 

The power output in the gas turbine and the hybrid system for a given heat input are shown in 

Figure 4.9 below. The output generated by the hybrid gas turbine and the regular gas turbine 

for a given amount of heat added is illustrated. The relationship shows that the ratio of power 

output in the gas turbine to power output in the hybrid gas turbine increases as the required 
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output power increases. The large difference in power output is a result of the increase in 

flowrate for the hybrid system. For a hybrid system operating at the same flowrate as the gas 

turbine, the power output is observed to be approximately 3 times the power output from the 

gas turbine. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Fuel Consumption of Regular Gas Turbine and Hybrid Gas Turbine for 

Low Output 
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4.5 SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 

One major way that CAES has been optimized is through heat recovery. An example is the 

system in McIntosh Alabama which uses the turbine exhaust to preheat air. The temperature 

of the exhaust gases from the gas turbine is quite high depending on the input temperature 

sent into the gas turbine. The heat is recovered in a recuperator which is basically an air to air 

heat exchanger. This uses the high temperature exhaust gas to heat up the incoming air into 

the combustion chamber. The use of this technology helps reduce the amount of heat 

required to raise the temperature of the gas, and conversely the fuel required. For the purpose 

of this analysis, natural gas is assumed to be the fuel used for combustion of the gas and the 

efficiency of natural gas combustors are known to be approximately 99.9% [34].  The tables 

below show the results of the analysis carried out on the hybrid gas turbine at a set pressure 

ratio of 10 atm into the turbine. This is determined to be the optimum pressure for the gas 

turbine. The compression is done at 20 atm which is the manufacturer’s recommended 

pressure ratio; it is the highest pressure at which the compressor can operate without bringing 

about rapid wear to the compressor. The analysis is done for both scenarios; with heat 

recovery and without heat recovery and a comparison of both systems is done. 

Generally, a system with heat recovery saves input energy and is more efficient, however this 

analysis is done to determine what temperature is best to set the turbine input temperature to. 

It is a question of whether to apply the dew point temperature (which is the minimum 

permissible temperature in the turbine) and neglect heat recovery system or increase the 

temperature to a higher value and recover the exhaust heat. 
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4.6 ENERGY USAGE AND EFFICIENCY 

Table 4.4:Energy Usage and Efficiencies of Hybrid Gas Turbine without Heat Recovery 

TEMPERATURE 

(Kelvin) 

HEAT 

INPUT 

(kJ/g) 

FUEL 

USAGE 

(MMBTU) 

WORK 

OUTPUT 

(kJ/kg) 

ENERGY 

OUTPUT 

(kWh) 

EFFICIENCY 

900 483 255 370 57,343 37.30% 

1,000 583 308 412 63,714 37.64% 

1,100 684 361 453 70,085 37.91% 

1,200 785 414 494 76,457 38.15% 

1,300 885 468 535 82,828 38.35% 

1,400 986 521 576 89,199 38.52% 

1,473 1,059 560 606 93,851 38.63% 

 

 

The table above shows the energy usage and efficiency of the hybrid gas turbine at various 

temperatures without heat recovery. The work output as expected increases with temperature 

increase and so does the fuel usage. The efficiency of the system ranges from 37.30% to 

38.63%.  
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Table 4. 5: Energy Usage and Efficiencies of Hybrid Gas Turbine with Heat Recovery 

TEMPERATURE 

(Kelvin) 

EXHAUST 

TEMPERATURE 

(Kelvin) 

HEAT 

RECOVERABLE 

(kJ/kg) 

PRE-HEAT 

TEMPERATURE 

(Kelvin) 

HEAT 

INPUT 

(kJ/kg) 

FUEL USE 

(MMBTU) 
EFFICIENCY 

900 466 37 457 446 235 38.75% 

1,000 518 79 498 505 267 40.56% 

1,100 570 120 540 564 298 42.17% 

1,200 622 162 581 622 321 43.61% 

1,300 673 204 623 681 360 44.91% 

1,400 725 245 664 740 391 46.08% 

1,473 763 276 694 783 414 46.87% 
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To be conservative, the effectiveness of the recuperator is set at 80%. Recuperator 

efficiencies are within this range of 80% to 85% [35]. And in recent years, Ingersoll rand had 

designed recuperator with effectiveness as high as 90% for CAES system of output 20 kW to 

20 MW [35].  

The effectiveness of an air to air recuperator which is basically a heat exchanger is given by 

the equation (3.4) shown in chapter 3: 

Effectiveness =
Tfinal − Tair

Texhaust − Tair
 

This equation is used in determining the final temperature of the pre-heated air for various 

turbine temperature inlet values.  

The table above shows the energy usage and efficiency of the hybrid gas turbine at various 

temperatures with heat recovery. The work output like in the previous table also increases 

with temperature increase and so does the fuel usage. The efficiency of the system however 

is seen to rise to values ranging between 38.75% to 46.87%. The efficiency of the system at 

900 K increases by only 1.45%, this is because at this temperature, the turbine exhaust 

temperature is too low to heat up the air to an appreciable temperature. As the turbine inlet 

temperature increases, the output temperature also increases and the heat available to preheat 

the air going into the combustion chamber is much higher.  

Figure 4.10 below shows the comparison between the fuel consumption for a system with 

heat recovery and a system without heat recover. 
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Figure 4.10: Heat Addition for System with and Without Heat Recovery 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Fuel Consumption for System with and Without Heat Recovery 
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Table 4.6: Energy and Fuel Savings from The System with Heat Recovery 

TEMPERATURE 

(Kelvin) 

HEAT 

ENERGY 

SAVINGS 

(kJ/kg) 

FUEL 

SAVINGS 

(MMBTU) 

% FUEL 

REDUCTION 

CHANGE IN 

EFFICIENCY 

900 37.14 20 7.7% 1.45% 

1,000 78.83 42 13.5% 2.92% 

1,100 120.51 64 17.6% 4.26% 

1,200 162.20 86 20.7% 5.46% 

1,300 203.88 108 23.0% 6.56% 

1,400 245.57 130 24.9% 7.56% 

1,473 276.00 146 26.1% 8.24% 
 

 

At the highest permissible temperature of the turbine, the efficiency is seen to have increased 

by a total of 8.24% and the fuel reduced by 26.1%. The report of the McIntosh plant where this 

system with heat recovery was first introduced records a fuel reduction of 25%. This implies a 

higher efficiency of the recuperator. This is a result of the input temperature at the facility and 

the recuperator effectiveness.  

Based on these results observed, it is recommended that the temperature of the system be set 

at the maximum and a heat recovery system be used to minimize energy usage and improve 

the system efficiency.  
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Figure 4.12: System Efficiency with and without Heat Recovery 

 
Figure 4.13:Savings from System with Heat Recovery 

 

The energy savings, fuel savings, fuel reduction and change in efficiency are shown in Figure 

4.13 above. Though the cost associated with fueling the system at lower temperature is much 
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lower, the resulting savings advocates more for a heat recovery system. This is further shown 

in the cost savings associated with this in the example calculation done later. 

 

4.7 UNTHROTTLED SYSTEM 

 

A similar study is done to investigate the outcome of allowing the air released from the 

storage to run un-throttled. The previous analysis studies a throttled system with a throttling 

valve on the outlet of the storage to regulate the pressure of the air going into the combustion 

chamber. This throttled system regulates the system pressure and keeps the flowrate of air 

constant throughout the discharge process. This enables the turbine to operate at a constant 

pressure, mass flowrate and inlet temperature. Thus, the output from the turbine is constant 

throughout the process of power generation and this means that the power sent to the grid is 

constant throughout the hours of power generation. This un-throttled system on the other 

hand takes out the throttling valve and allows the pressurized air to flow freely to a pipe of 

specific diameter. In this case, the pressure of the air is not regulated, thus the pressure of air 

sent into the combustor and the pressure at which the turbine operates varies from the 

maximum; which is the pressure of the filled storage, to the minimum permissible pressure 

when the storage is considered. The flowrate and temperature of the air also vary as the fluid 

in the storage reduced.  

This system is slightly more complicated and the possibility of this technology depends 

highly on the utility companies and their acceptance of irregular output. This is a transient 

analysis resulting in a time dependent output. The cost and output of the system vary with 

time and so does the savings. The results of this study show the properties, cost and savings 

variation of the system with time and a total cost savings recoverable from the system. 
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Table 4.7 below shows the variation of the air parameters flowing out of the storage for set 

time values. The table shows the air parameters in steps of 7.5 mins (450 seconds). The table 

shows the exponential changes in air pressure and corresponding temperature and flowrate 

changes. The transient characteristics of the air results in transient heat input and transient 

power output. The maximum output is observed at the initial period of discharge and is found 

to be 108,876 kW and the minimum is 52,790 kW. The total power output over the period of 

the tank discharge is found to be 95,701 kWh. The efficiencies vary from a maximum of 

46.09% to 36.84%. The overall efficiency by taking the average efficiency of the system is 

found to be 40.88%. This is 2.27% higher than the throttled system efficiency of 38.63% at a 

temperature of 1,473 K. The overall energy output from the throttled system at 1,473 K is 

93,022 kWh while the un-throttled system provides up to 95,701 kWh 

The table 4.7 shows the air properties for the un-throttled flow of air into the turbine for a 

system without heat recovery. The overall output of this system is found to be higher than the 

output from the throttled system. This is because the pressure of the air into the turbine runs 

from 20 atm to 10 atm as against the throttled flow discharging at a constant pressure of 10 

atm. As the pressure of the air reduces, the flowrate also reduces. The flow rate of the air 

varies from a maximum value of 152 kg/s to 88 kg/s at 4,653 seconds (1 hour, 18 minutes). 

Because the uncontrolled flow moves at a much higher flow rate, the total flow process takes 

4,653 seconds (1 hour, 18 minutes). Total fuel consumption of the system is 157,827 kWh 

(539 MMBTU), and the system heat rate is 1.65 kWh-heat/kWh-electricity (5,627 

BTU/kWh). 
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Table 4.7: Un-throttled Flow Properties vs. time without Heat Recovery 

Time 

(sec) 

Pressure 

(atm) 

Temp 

(Kelvin) 

Flowrate 

(kg/s) 

Reheat 

(kJ/kg) 

Turbine 

Work 

Output 

(kJ/kg) 

Power 

Output 

(kW) 

Efficiency 

1 20.00 419.97 151.9 1,045.23 716.89 
108,87

6 
46.09% 

450 18.16 408.59 140.53 1,056.67 702.13 98,666 44.81% 

900 16.65 398.54 131.03 1,066.76 688.41 90,205 43.66% 

1,350 15.38 389.61 122.99 1,075.74 675.60 83,093 42.60% 

1,800 14.30 381.58 116.08 1,083.81 663.60 77,030 41.63% 

2,250 13.37 374.32 110.08 1,091.11 652.29 71,801 40.74% 

2,700 12.56 367.70 104.81 1,097.76 641.59 67,243 39.90% 

3,150 11.85 361.64 100.15 1,103.86 631.44 63,236 39.12% 

3,600 11.22 356.05 95.99 1,109.47 621.78 59,685 38.39% 

4,050 10.66 350.87 92.26 1,114.68 612.57 56,515 37.70% 

4,500 10.16 346.06 88.89 1,119.51 603.75 53,670 37.05% 

4,649 10.00 344.54 87.85 1,121.04 600.92 52,791 36.84% 

 

 

 
Figure 4.14:Turbine Work Output, Storage Pressure and Temperature vs. Time 

without Heat Recovery 
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Figure 4.15 Receiver Temperature, Reheat needed, Flowrate and Efficiency vs. Time 

for system with Heat Recovery 

 

Table 4.8: Un-throttled Flow with Heat Recovery 

Time 

(seconds) 

Pressure 

(atm) 

Exhaust 

Temperature 

(Kelvin) 

Preheat Air 

Temperature 

(Kelvin) 

Reheat 

(kJ/kg) 
Efficiency 

1 20.00 620.38 580 884.10 51.42% 

450 18.16 637.67 592 872.49 50.78% 

900 16.65 653.74 603 861.59 50.19% 

1,350 15.38 668.73 613 851.33 49.62% 

1,800 14.30 682.79 623 841.64 49.09% 

2,250 13.37 696.04 632 832.44 48.59% 

2,700 12.56 708.57 640 823.70 48.10% 

3,150 11.85 720.46 649 815.36 47.64% 

3,600 11.22 731.77 657 807.39 47.19% 

4,050 10.66 742.56 664 799.76 46.77% 

4,500 10.16 752.88 672 792.42 46.35% 

4,649 10.00 756.20 674 790.06 46.22% 
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Table 4.8 above shows the transient flow properties of the air from the storage tank with heat 

recovery from the turbine output used to preheat the inlet air going into the combustion 

chamber. At the initial stages, the reheat energy is not applied because it takes some time for 

the air to flow from the storage into the turbine and then through the recuperator to pre-heat 

the air. 

The efficiencies vary from a maximum of 51.42% to 46.22%. Integrating over the period of 

time the system is producing power, the overall efficiency of the system is found to be 

47.54%. This is 0.80% higher than the throttled system efficiency of 46.87% at a temperature 

of 1,473 K for the system with heat recovery. Total fuel consumption of the system is 

121,749 kWh (415 MMBTU) and the heat rate is 1.27 kWh-heat/kWh-electricity (4,339 

BTU/kWh). 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Exhaust Temperature, Preheat Temperature, Reheat and Efficiency vs. 

Time for system with Heat Recovery 
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4.8 EXAMPLE  

 

To quantify the savings and profitability of this technology, a sample calculation is done for a 

system to quantify the cost and savings obtained from implementing this technology. Like 

the system used in the analysis, a pressure ratio of 20 atmospheres is used for the compressor, 

a turbine pressure ratio of 10 atmosphere and flowrates of 19.5 kg/s and 38.7 kg/s at 

compressor and the turbine respectively. Savings and costs incurred for running the system 

are estimated at different temperatures for a system with and without heat recovery. The 

results are shown in the tables and figures below.  

To quantify the cost savings, an estimated cost of natural gas is assumed at $5.65/MMBTU. 

The avoided cost is estimated at $0.15/kWh; a blended rate offered by the utility company for 

excess power generated into the grid during peak hours. The stored compressed air is used to 

generate power over a total of 4 hours daily. The compressed air from the storage is heated to 

a temperature of 1,473 K. The calculations below show the savings and cost associated with 

this technology. 

From the calculations previously done, the total work output from the turbine at this 

temperature and a pressure of 10atm is 606 kJ/kg and the total heat input into the system is 

1,059 kJ/kg. Heat recovery reduces the fuel usage to 783 kJ/kg. 

The energy output from the system is thus; 

 Energy Output = Work Output x Turbine flowrate x Hours of operation 

   = 606 kJ/kg x 38.7kg/s x 4 hrs/day 

   = 93,809 kWh/day 

 

The total Fuel consumption for the system without heat recovery is: 
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Fuel Usage = Heat Input x Flowrate x Hours x 0.00341214 MMBTU/kWh 

= 1,059 kJ/kg x 38.7kg/s x 4 hrs/day x 0.00341214 MMBTU/kWh 

= 559 MMBTU/day 

At the given avoided cost of $0.15, the total savings that will be obtained is: 

 Cost Savings = Energy Output x Cost 

   = 93,809 kWh/day x $0.15 

   = $14,071/day 

The daily cost associated with generating this electricity is the cost of the fuel burned: 

 Fuel Cost = 559 MMBTU/day x $5.65 

   = $3,158/day 

The net cost savings is the difference between the savings and the cost of fuel shown below: 

Net Cost Savings = $14,071/day - $3,158/day 

   = $10,913/day 

The annual savings obtained is estimated based on peak-hours generation. The peak hours 

typically are five days a week; Monday to Friday. For a complete year, this would amount to 

5 days/week x 52 weeks a year: 

Annual Savings = $10,829/day x 260 days/yr. 

   = $2,837,380/yr. 

For a system with heat recovery, the fuel usage is reduced to 783 kJ/kg. The cost of fuel is 

thus: 

Fuel Usage = 783 kJ/kg x 38.7 kg/s x 4 hrs/day x 0.00341214 MMBTU/kWh 

= 414 MMBTU/day 

The daily cost associated with generating this electricity with heat recovery is thus: 
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 Fuel Cost = 414 MMBTU/day x $5.65 

   = $2,337/day 

The net cost savings is the difference between the savings and the cost of fuel shown below: 

Net Cost Savings = $14,071/day - $2,337/day 

   = $11,734/day 

The annual savings obtained estimated based on peak-hours generation; for 260 days/year is: 

Annual Savings = $11,734/day x 260 days/yr. 

   = $3,050,911/yr. 

 

4.8.1 IMPLEMENTATION  

For an existing gas turbine providing electricity to the grid, it is expected that a generator as 

well as some other components are already in existence. Thus, the cost associated with 

hybridization of a GA turbine for CAES is simply the cost of incorporating a storage, labor 

cost of removing the shaft and installing all other components of the system such as piping, 

valves, etc. For this sake of this example, it is assumed that a salt cavern previously exists 

and is only modified for the storage. The current cost of installing a new salt cavern is 

unknown but must be factored in for proper estimation of return on investments. The cost 

evaluation for the system under study is shown in the table below: 
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Table 4.9: Equipment Costs for Hybrid System 

COMPONENTS 

EQUIPMENT 

SIZE 

QUANTITY 

COST 

($/kW) 

Reservoir 48,372 m3 1 $2.00/kWh 

Balance of plant/other - variable $230.00 

Total   $232.00 

 

The running cost for the hybridized system is determined for variable and fixed costs and is 

based on the fuel consumption of the combustor. 

 

Table 4.10: Operation and Maintenance Costs 

COMPONENTS UNITS VALUE 

CAES plant NG Heat Rate kJ/kWh 6,268 

CAES plant fixed O&M $/kWh $3.69 

CAES Variable O&M $/kWh $0.01 

 

The total cost of implementation of the hybrid gas turbine without a heat recovery system is  

Implementation  = ($2/kWh x 93,809 kWh) + 230 + ($3.69/kWh x 93,809 kWh)  

+ ($0.01/kWh x 93,809 kWh) 

= $187,618 + $230 + $346,155+ $938.09 

= $534,941 
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A labor cost of $30/hr. is estimated for this installation and assuming a total of 80 hours, the 

total labor cost is $2,400. With a total implementation cost of $537,341 and a net annual 

savings up to $2,837,380/yr., this technology will pay back in 3 months.  

 

4.8.2 WITH HEAT RECOVERY 

Addition of a heat recovery system increases the annual savings by $213,531. The estimated 

cost of a recuperator for this system is estimated at $1,200,000. This results in a total 

implementation cost of $1,713,531 and with total annual savings of $3,050,911/yr., the 

payback period will be 7 months. 

The savings associated with this technology is high and allows for a quick payback of the 

heat recovery system, however the additional savings obtained from the use of the 

recuperator is only 7% of the total savings. The payback of the heat recovery calculated using 

the additional savings only results in a payback of 68 months (5 years and 7 months). Hence, 

the heat recovery system will only be appropriate if the system is intended to be used for a 

long period of time. The hybridization is a quick fix for a CAES system where a gas turbine 

already exists and the initial cost of installing a brand new CAES may be high. The savings 

obtained from this quick fix technology may be used at a later time to obtain more efficient 

CAES system with heat recovery system.   

 

4.8.3 UNTHROTTLED SYSTEM 

The total output obtained from the un-throttled system over the entire period of power 

generation is found to be 95,701 kWh. The savings associated with this at the given avoided 

cost of $0.15/kWh is thus: 
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 Daily Savings  = 95,701 kWh/day x $0.15/kWh 

    = $14,355/day 

Over the period of one year, generating on-peak energy for 260 days a year, the annual 

savings is: 

 Annual Savings = $14,355/day x 260 days/yr. 

    = $3,732,339/yr. 

The total fuel consumption during this generation period is 157,827 kWh (539 MMBTU). 

The fuel cost associated with producing this on-peak power is thus: 

  Fuel Cost  = 539 MMBTU/day x $5.65/MMBTU 

    = $3,045/day 

The annual Fuel cost is: 

 Annual Fuel Cost  = $3,045/day x 260 days/yr. 

    = $791,791/yr. 

The net annual savings is thus: 

 Net Annual Savings  = $3,732,339/yr. - $791,791/yr. 

    = $2,940,548/yr. 
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For the un-throttled system with heat recover, the fuel consumption reduces to 121,749 kWh 

(415 MMBTU). The Annual cost associated with this is: 

 Annual Fuel Cost = 415 MMBTU/day x $5.65/MMBTU x 260 days/yr. 

    = $609,635/yr. 

This increases the net annual savings to: 

 Net Annual Savings = $3,732,339/yr. - $609,635/yr. 

    = $3,122,704/yr. 

The savings associated with un-throttled flow is only slightly higher than the savings 

obtained from the throttled system. Thus, it may be possible to run the system without a 

throttling device. This takes away the need to purchase and install a throttling device at the 

throat of the storage. The implementation for both systems remains approximately the same 

and the estimated payback period for the systems with and without heat recovery systems are 

7 months and 3 months respectively. 

 

Note: The current cost of installing a storage may be higher than $2/kWh. This will increase 

implementation costs and increase the payback period. 
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4.9 CARBON EMISSIONS 

Generation of electricity is associated with a measure of carbon footprint as no electricity 

generation technology is ‘carbon free’. Study showed that in 2015, the electric power sector 

accounted for about 30% of the U.S total greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions from 

electricity have increased by about 11% since 1990 as electricity demand has grown and 

fossil fuels have remained the dominant source of generation. Fossil fueled electricity 

generation technologies however have a higher carbon footprint than other technologies such 

as renewable energy sources. Carbon footprint is the total amount of CO2 and other 

greenhouse gases emitted over the full life cycle of a product or process; from extraction of 

raw materials through to decommissioning. CO2 is the primary greenhouse gas pollutant, 

accounting for nearly three quarters of global gas emissions and 84% of U.S greenhouse gas 

emissions. Carbon footprint is generally expressed as gCO2/kWh equivalent and this 

accounts for different global warming potential (GWP) and greenhouse gases (GHG). 

 

Coal combustion is generally more carbon intensive than burning natural gas or petroleum 

for electricity. Although coal accounts for about 77% of CO2 emissions from the sector, it 

represents about 33% of the 4 trillion kWh of electricity generated annually in the United 

States. About 33% of electricity generated in 2015 was generated using natural gas, a 22% 

increase relative to 2014. Petroleum accounts for less than 1% of electricity generation. The 

remaining generation comes from nuclear (about 20%) and renewable sources (about 13%), 

which includes hydroelectricity, biomass, wind, and solar. These other sources typically 

release fewer greenhouse gas emissions than fossil fuel combustion, if any emissions at all. 
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Figure 4.17: U.S Energy Consumption by Energy Source 

 

 
Figure 4. 18: U.S CO2 Emission by Energy Source 
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The amount of CO2 produced per kWh for specific fuels and specific types of generators can 

be calculated by multiplying the CO2 emission factor for the fuel in pounds of CO2 per 

million BTU (lbs/MMBTU) by the heat rate of a generator (in BTU/kWh generated) and 

dividing the result by 1,000,000. 

Below are the number of pounds of CO2 produced from coal and natural gas for utility 

company’s electricity generation in 2015. 

 

Table 4.11: CO2 Produced from Coal and Natural Gas 

 

CO2 emission 

(lb./MMBTU) 

Heat Rate 

(BTU/kWh) 

CO2 

emission 

(lb./kWh)  

CO2 emission 

(tons/MWh) 

Natural 

Gas 

116.999 10,408 

1.22 

0.61 

Coal 215.392 10,080 2.17 1.085 

 

The process of generation of electricity is highly inefficient and only 30% of the input fuel 

energy is converted to electric energy, the rest is lost as heat. In case of natural gas, the 

energy conversion efficiency is nearly 80%, hence a higher electricity use will increase the 

efficiency of the system in terms of kWh. 

The heat rate for the gas turbine and the hybrid gas turbine may differ from the values in the 

table above, thus resulting in a different emission factor. The heat rate for the gas turbine is 

11,914 kJ/kWh (11,280 BTU/kWh) and the heat rate for the hybrid system is 6,339 kJ/kWh 

(6,008 BTU/kWh) and with heat recovery, 4,687 kJ/kWh (4,442 BTU/kWh), resulting in 

CO2 emission from natural gas of 1.32 lb/kWh (0.66 tons/MWh), 0.703 lb/kWh (0.32 
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tons/MWh) and 0.52 lb/kWh (0.24 tons/MWh) respectively. The emissions for these systems 

are thus shown in the table below: 

 

Table 4.12: Overall Annual CO2 Emissions for Four Systems 

 

Energy 

Generated 

(MWh/yr.) 

Natural Gas 

GHG (tons 

CO2/yr.) 

Electricity 

GHG (tons 

CO2/yr.) 

Total (tons 

CO2/yr.) 

Gas Turbine 24,180 15,959 - 15,959 

Hybrid GT + fossil 24,180 8,463 22,444 30,907 

Hybrid GT + renewable 24,180 8,463 - 8,463 

Hybrid GT + renewable 

+ Heat recovery 

24,180 5,803 - 5,803 

Coal source Electricity 24,180 - 26,235 26,235 

 

From the table above, it is observed that the highest emissions occur when a CAES system is 

combined with electricity generated from a coal source, and the emission is lowest when 

CAES is combined with a renewable source producing negligible amount of GHG emissions.  
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Figure 4. 19: CO2 Emissions for Various Electricity Generation Systems 
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CONCLUSION 

 

A Gas turbine was studied and an analysis was done to determine the possibility of 

hybridizing the system to function as a compressed air energy storage. The process of 

hybridizing the system will involve decoupling the system to remove the back work from the 

turbine to the compressor. This simply splits up the gas turbine and allows for independent 

operation of the compressor and turbine components at different times. A salt cavern is used 

for compressed air storage and an aftercooler is used after compression to optimize the 

storage.  

A parametric study is done to analyze the power output, heat rates and efficiencies of the 

standard Brayton cycle and the proposed hybrid system. The results of the analysis show that 

the hybrid system is more efficient, generating three times the power output of the gas 

turbine when operating at the same flowrate. This is because there is no back work required 

by the system to drive the compressor. The heat rate of the system is also observed to be 

lower than the regular Gas turbine system. The hybrid Gas turbine has a heat rate of 4,000 

kJ/kg and the regular gas turbine has a heat rate of 12,996 kJ/kg. 

The compression process is done for a total of eight hours and power generation from the 

turbine is done in four hours which indicates doubled flow rate of 38.7 kg/s at the outlet of 

the storage. With this flowrate, the hybrid system is able to provide not just three times the 

required power output, but up to six times the required power output. 

An analysis is also done to observe the effect of heat recovery on the system and the result of 

the analysis shows a 26% fuel savings by recovering the exhaust heat from the turbine to 

preheat the air going into the combustion chamber. 
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For the observed system, the gas turbine which is being hybridized is designed for a pressure 

ration of 20; thus the 20 atm air from the storage can be sent un-throttled into the turbine. 

The flowrate of the un-throttled system as well as the pressure and temperature of the air 

leaving the storage vary with time. The result of this analysis shows a 16.54% increase in the 

total energy output from the system.  

The annual savings obtained from this technology indicates a good prospect for the 

technology. The system without heat recovery has a simple payback of 3 months and with 

heat recovery, the system has a payback of 7 months. For the un-throttled system however, 

the payback time reduces to 2 months and with heat recovery system, the payback is just 

under 7 months. 
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FUTURE WORK 

 
The CAES system features an after-cooling system of the compressed air before storage. This 

increases the amount of heat that will be required in the combustion chamber. A more 

efficient cycle could be attained if the air leaving the compressor is not cooled before storage. 

The effects of not after-cooling the compressed air should be studied. The storage required in 

this case may increase as a result of the high temperature (lower density) of the air being 

stored.  

A secondary heat source can be employed to save fuel consumption or recover compression 

heat for use in the expansion stages of the hybridized system. The system can be hybridized 

with a solar heater to heat up the air during the expansion stages. This will save fuel usage 

and increase the system efficiency. This however will require more capital and the feasibility 

of this technology can only be verified by performing proper study. 

A Combined Cycle Gas turbine with steam turbine should also be studied. Combining a 

regular gas turbine with a steam turbine has been found to be more efficient. Hybridizing 

such system for compressed air energy storage should be studied. 
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